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BSU adopts historic school
•

An historic one-room schoolhouse

is bringing together a \�.Iriety of campus and area groups in a cooperative

past and a lot of spirit of our past "

effort that befits the spirit of "old-

of Education, said the Opaline

time" education.

:.choolhouse "really is a historical tie

The schoolhouse. now located
about

10 miles southeast of Marsing,

Richard Hart, dean of the College

between the future and the past of
Idaho education. We're concerned in

was donated to Boise State hy the

education today with the education

Opaline Watt•r Board. It was built in

of the whole person." The one-room

1914 and used as a school until
1929. In recent years, it has served as

schoolhouse is a direct reminder of
that philosophy's roots, he said.
In keeping with that philosophy,

the Water Board's headquarters.
The donation fulfills BSU President

Boise State's student chapter of the
Construction Management Associa-

John Keiser's request for such a

Focus. In

huilding, made a year ago in

·�

"brought up a lot of the details of our

tion and the Idaho Board of Asso-

�1:9�8=-2 -- --�(�C�o:n:t i:un� =de� o:n�:pa�g:e�2:>

that artide, he said the university's
'50th anniversary cdehration in

dated General Contractors are coor-

.!!!!!!�!!!��!�!!!!�!J!!!!!!!!!!!!!!J
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Plan proposes techology center
Within the next five years Boise
State l 'nivcrsity could have a Center
for Technol<>h')', add sneral more

more master's degrees are listed

Bullington said. Although the draft

under Category II priority.

deals only with the structure and not

The Center for Technology will he

degr<.-cs to tht· curriculum. and make

an administrative unit which will

many mort· improvements if

on finding sourn:s of funding for the

house all the campus units involved

building, he added.

e\CI')1hing got•s al.-cording to plan.
in technoloh')' such as the
"plan" i.· th five year--��-� ph 'Sics 'engineering department, the
academic hllJ(:print presented, along
center for data processing.

�-�The

BSU hosts
noted novelist
Award y·inning novelist James

Baldwin will present a free lecture
on "A World I Didn't Make" at

8 p.m.

in the Student Union Ballroom at
Boise State University Thursday, Feb.

23.

The author, best known for his first

tell It On the Mountain and
The Fire "1/ext Thne. has won several

novel Go

awards, including a Guggenheim fel
lowship and a Foreign Drama Critics
award.
Baldwin, whose appearance is
being sponsored in conjuncton with
Black History Week hy the

1984 and

Beyond Lecture Series and the Writ
ers and Artists Series, has been
lauded as one of America's finest writ·
ers. He gained international promi
nence during the

1950s and '60s as a

leader and spokesman for the civil
rights movement.
Throughout his career Baldwin has

with thosl' from the other Idaho

geology/geophysics and the

institutions of higher learning. to the
ollicl.' stal'f of the State Board of

dt'Partment of light technologies.

Education on Feh. 1, said Dr Richard
Bullington, executive vice president

education, hioteehnology, computer

at BSU. The staff will develop a
s>·stem-wide plan for higher
education, scheduled to go before

although not housed in the facilities,

the entire hoard in August.

services and telecommunication

"How much they accept or reject, I
don't know and I don't think they
know right now," said Bullington

The five page proposal was the

"The Center for Technology needs

Bullington said.The goals for the
broad-based technology, create a
liaison between BSU and local

in the areas of business. soda!

industry and to coordinate

performmg arts and interdisciplinary

technological activities hy developing
certificate and degree programs.
A draft on the specific structure of
the center will go to BSU's Academic

and education
The proposal covers two

Affairs Council in March and

years and for which resources are
within reach.The second category
includes programs that are planned
for implementation within five to ten
years and for which more feasibility
studies need to he done and the

states, "The plan must remain
flexible; programs in Category I may
he relegated to Category II and \.ice

award nomination. He is currently

versa."
Topping the list of proposed

finishing a book about the murders of

implementation within the next five

black children in Atlanta between

years are the Center for Technology,

another about the three martyrs of

the reorganization of the College of
Arts and Sciences into three schools,

the civil rights movement, Martin

the College of Health Science into

Luther King, Malcom X and Medgar

two schools and the addition of

Evers.

new degrees. Several doctorate and

19

departments of communication,
history, military science, political
science, social work and sociology.
anthropology and criminal justice
, and Mathematics will he comprised
of biology, chemistry, geology and
geophysics, mathematics and physics,
engineering and construction
English, music, theatre arts and
interdisplinary humanities and
philosophy will all he under the
By restructuring the college, the

studies with continuing emphasis in

like to implement in the next five

proposal. It will indude the

School of Arts and Humanities.

the health professions, related fields

cdegori�with the fir�incluiling
programs that the university would

and S<.·i<.·nces. an·ording to the

management departments. Art,

charge to BSU to formulate an
acadl.'mic plan with primary emphasis

agandist" and "militant."

1979 and 1981 and working on

services will provide organizational
support for the center.

center arc to create a campus with

sciences, public affairs, the

schools developed in the

administration. The School of Soence

outgrowth of the State Board's

needs are never certain the proposal

1979 novel just Abor•e My Head,

the center. Educational media

not attached to any one college,"

necessary resources found. Because

which received an American Book

will have a working relationship with

plan for the system.

been labeled everything from a

the

graphics and management training,

to be a university-wide center and

The Sdwol of Soda/ &·iences and
Public Affairs will he th e first ot thrn

reorganization of the Colleges of Arts

Othl.'r dl.'partments such as technical

about the staffs task of compiling a

"prophet" and "visionary'' to a "prop
Baldwin's latest published work is

the actual facilities, work has begun

if

plan proposes to "bring into a
meaningful focus appropriate
t·urricular relationships among the
many disciplines and professional
fields."

(continued on page seven)
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Team a ·1 ds schoo 1 p 1 annin g
approved then to the State Board,

A "technical assistance: team" of
five academicians from universities
from around the country will be at
Boise State Feb.

23 through 25 to

to

9:30 p.m.on Friday, Feb. 24 at the

Red Lion-Downtowner.
"It's quite an honor for BSU to be
chosen for this assistance," said Ray

help faculty members formulate plans

burn Barton, a member of the public

for a new school of social sciences

affairs committee in the College of
Arts and Sciences, which is sponsor

and public affairs.

mg the visit.

The National Association of
Schools of Public Affairs and Admin

"One of the most exciting things is

istration (NASPAA) has chosen Boise

that we may become a model pro

State as its assistance team's first
pilot project institution. Professors

gram .. . a launching pad, so to

from the University of Oregon, Tho

speak" he said. .,
William Keppler, arts and sciences

mas College in Maine, Kean College

college dean, said Boise State has

in New Jersey and Russell Sage Col
lege in New York will meet with

proposed that the College of Arts and

Boise State faculty in department

the school for social sciences and

meetings and at a reception from

8

Sciences be split into three schools
public affairs being one of them .

Schoolhouse
(Continued from page 1)
dinating efforts to have the building

Contents

moved to campus. Marvin Gabert, an
associate professor of physics and a
construction management instructor
on campus, said the students will lay
the foundation for the building and
help in its renovation. Dave Holman,
with A.G.C. and a 1983 BSU con
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struction management graduate, said
hjs group is making arrangements to

5/Keiser, Canadian Studies
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move the building, which will be
done some time in April. Plans call
for the building to be refurbished,
inside and out, and used as an educa
tional museum and for occasional
classes.
Marsing-area residents have begun
the search for items from the old
school to help Boise State with the
At a recent luncheon, Ed Wilkinson, left, dean of student advisory and special

restoration. Marsing Middle School
teacher Gene Larsen, who was

services; Jackie Cassell, center, administrative assistant to the president; and

instrumental in the ownership trans

Gordon Phillips, director of administrative services, were honored for 20 or

ference, said the picture of George

more years of service to the university. See the story on page three.

Washington that used to hang above

History conference in March
Prominent history professors from
Indiana, New York and the North

Alpha Theta, the university's history
honorary society, and is supported in

Duane Root first made Larsen aware

tmpact ot women's history at a March

part by a grant from the Association

of Boise State's request, and Larsen

9 and 10 conference at Boise State

for the Humanities in Idaho, For
more information, contact the His

Opaline building, where his father,

Editor/Larry Burke
Writers/Jocelyn Fannin, Carolyn
Beaver, Jo Dunlap

Future:. Women's History in 1984"

Student assistants/ Brenda Gant,
Valerie Dickerson, Patti Holloway
Alumni news/ Lana Waite
Typesetting/Carole Moore
Printing/Messenger Index, Emmett

"Taking Back the Past for the
begins on Friday, March 9 with an
8:45-11:30 a.m.�ion on "the state
of the art" in women's history studies
in the Student Union Building Ball
room. The keynote speaker on that
topic will be Dr. Joan Hoff-Wilson,
Organization of American Historians
executive secretary and history pro
fessor at Indiana University.
Also during the morning session,
Dr. Karen Blair, University of
Washington history professor, will
discuss the problems and potentials
of women's history, and Dr. Errol

FOCUS (USPS 478970) is published
monthly except in June, July, and
January by the Boise State University
Office of News Services and
Publications, 1910 University Drive,
Boise, Idaho 83725. Offices

are

located in room 724 of the-Education
Building, phone 385-1562.

Jones, BSU history professor, will
address a male historian's relation
ship with women's history.
"Current Issues in Women's His
tory" is the topic of the afternoon
session from 1:30 to 4:30 p.m. in the
Ballroom. The speakers and topics
are: Dr. Joanne Meyerowitz,
Claremont McKenna College, "the
relationship of women's and tradi

Please send address changes
(preferably with the address label) to
the BSU Alumni Office, Boise State
University, 1910 University
Boise, Idaho 83725.

Drive

,

Duplicate copies may be received. If

and the iron work from the old desks
have bcen found.

west will address the concept and

University.

Photos & graphics/Chuck Scheer
Student Interns/Conroe Behm,
Mike Schroeder

BSU's History Department and Phi

the teacher's desk, the first mechani
cal eraser cleaner, the school's dock

tional history;" Dr. Gail Nomura,

Marsing Schools Superintendent

said he immediately thought of the

tory Department at 385-1255.

aunts and uncles attended school.

Nurses rank high

dents also have begun to collect

Larsen said Owyhee County resi

Practical nurses who graduated
from BSU in July, 1983, have received
national test scores that are among
the highest in the U. S.
According to score data received
from the Idaho State Board of Nurs
ing, Idaho students' mean score of
576.7 in the National Council for
licensure examination for practical
nursing was the fourth highest in the
U. S. The 1983 BSU graduates
received a mean score of 588.4.
According to BSU practical nursing
instructor Nancy Bowers, graduates
are required by the state to pass the
exam with a score of 350 or better in
order to be licensed.

'Fine free'

day

In an effort to retrieve approxi

funcls to help refurbish the building
and to help the Opaline Water Board
replace the building.

Foundation grants
The Whittenberger Foundation,
Caldwell, has awarded three S12,000
grants to Boise State University for
graduate fellowships,
The foundation was established by
the will of Ethel Bales Whittenberger,
a long-time elementary school
teacher, who with her husband the
late Dr. Claude R. Whittenberger, an
osteopathic physician, were both
active in area civic, educational, reli
gious and cultural affairs.

Scholarships
A recent award from the Board of
Trustees of the First Security Founda
tion of S2,880 is the foundation's

mately 740 overdue books the BSU

thirty-first annual scholarship grant to

Washington State University, "minori

Ubrary has scheduled a "Fine Free

BSU.

ties within women's history;" and

Day" for books returned on Wednes

Corlann Bush, University of Idaho,

day, Feb. 29. Fines will not be

four S720 scholarships to students

"practicalities of women's history."

charged for any overdue books
returned between 7:30 a.m. and.?ll

majoring in banking and/or finance.

p.m. on Feb. 29. Free return appiies

presented S480 to the BSU College of

At 7 p.m. that evening in the Ball

The award will be used to provide

In addition, the foundation board

please send both labels to the address

room is the second major speaker,
Dr. Sarah Elbert, history professor at

only to books returned on this day;

above. Friends of the university who

State University of New York, Bing

fines charged to books returned all

economics library books and

hamton, discussing, the "earthly

other days will not be forgiven.

periodicals.

you wish to report such instances,

wish to receive FOCUS can do so by
sending their names and addresses to
the Alumni Office. Correspondence
regarding editorial matter should be
se�t to Editor, FOCUS, Boise State
University, 1910 University

Drive

,

delights of women's history." Elbert's
most recent research is in the area of
rufal women, on which she has pub
lished several articles.

On Saturday, March 10, workshops

Athletic scholarship endowed
The family of the late Dr. B. I.
"Bing" Copple has provided the

Boise, Idaho 83725. Unless otherwise

will be held from 9 to 11:30 a.m. in

necessary funds for the first scholar

noted, all articles can be reprinted

the Student Union Building. In the

ship in Boise State's new endowed

without permission as long as

Senate Chambers, Madeline Bucken

athletic scholarship program, accord

appropriate credit is given to Boise

dorf, with the Idaho Oral History

ing to Gene Bleymaier, BSU director

State University and FOCUS.

Center, will conduct a workshop on

of athletics.

oral history as a tool for women's his
Permission to mail at second class

tory. Diane Sands, University of Mon

postage rates is granted at Boise,

tana, will discuss women's history

Idaho, with additional entry at

curriculum for teachers in the Nez

Emmett, Idaho.

Perce Room.
The conference is free and open to
the public. It is being sponsored by

2

Business to purchase finance and

"I am honored to announce that

The Copple endowment "is the
first of its kind under the new pro
gram, and I am confident that more
people will want to contribute to this
important area of Boise State athlet
ics," Bleymaier said.
Because in-state full ride scholar
ships cost S3,075-which covers
room and board, fees and books

Robert Copple, along with Don and

donors are asked to give $30,075.

Terry Copple and the rest of the

The amount can be paid over a 10-

Copple family have established this

year period and will be invested at a

scholarship endowment fund at Boise

10 percent annual return to yield the

State," he said.

scholarship amount.

Bulletin Bo&rd

Ben Henc::ock

Director named
Ben E. Hancock, Jr. has been
Boise State l lniversity.
Hancock, who has heen dire<.·tor of
university rdations for Penns-ylvania
State University, Erie, since 1981,
su<xeeds james Faucher who has
heen named development director
for a Coeur d'Alene hospital
Hancock administers all BSU pro
grams t<>r fund-raising. pri\ ate gift
support and puhlic relations for
those projects. He is the executive
director of the BSl Foundation, Inc..
private non-profit oroanization
that
l"
.
.
coordmates all BSl devdopment
��

projects.
Ham:<x:k ha.s hccn a memhcr of the
hoard of directors of the Imerna·

·

tional Association of Business Com.

.

HEALTH SCIENCE APPUCAnONS DUE

SUMMER BASKETBAU CAMP

United Cable Television of Boise will provide
internships fpr selected students enrolled in the
Boise State School of Vocational-Technical
Education Electronic Service Technician
Program.

Applications are due March 1 for several ol
Bo1se State's College of Health Science pro
grams, including both associate and baccalau·
reate degree nursing, radiologic technology,
medical record science and respiratory therapy,
according to Dr. Victor H Duke, dean of the
college.
Nursing applications are available in room 110
of the BSU Science-Nursing Building; respira
tory therapy at 2268 University Drive; radiologic
technology at the Student Health Center across
University Drive from Campus School and medi
cal record science in room 210 of the Health
Science Building.
Those interested in entering the programs
must also complete BSU admissions forms
available in room 101 of the Administration
Building.
For further information about admission to the
BSU Health Science programs, telephone
385-1678.

Sign-ups for Bobby Dye's three week-long
Bronco basketball camps are underway at Boise

The internships will be offered sometime dur
ing spring semester, and according to the Boise
company's general manager Jim Clark, will pro
vide the interns with a complete overview of
cable system operations.
"These internships will be available to our stu·
dents because the experiences will enable them
to relate laboratory and classroom training to
the environment they will be working in," pro
gram instructor Dean Arnold sa1d.
Students will gain from "seeing the total pic
ture" of the fast-growing telecommunications
mdustry and having the opportunity to "get thei1
hands on last minute, state-of-the-art equip
ment," Arnold said

COMPUTER CLASSES FOR KIDS

named director of development for

•

UNITED CABLE OFFERS INTERNSHIPS

•

muntcators ( IABC) at Ene. He IS a
memhcr of the Council for the
Advancement and Support of Education (CASE) and ha.'> participated in
the CASE program in educational
. .
.
fund ra1smg. In 1978 he received a
CASE special merit award for his

BSU w1il offer three courses on the uses of
computers to elementary school students and
their parents this spring.
Two of the courses will teach third-sixth grad·
ers the use of computers, including BASIC pro
gramming, while the third course for parent and
child teams will teach basic computer uses and
BASIC programming.
For registration information about the classes,
telephone Wenden Waite at the BSU College of
Education, 377-2045 or 385-1991.

FINANCIAL AID SESSIONS OFFERED
Students. Boise area residents and parents of
P!ospect1ve students can learn about financial
a1d programs at Bo1se State by attendmg one of
a series of 11 programs continuing through Feb.

29.
The meetings will be conducted in the Teton
Room on the se cond floorof the BSU Student
d·on
uii1on su.-ldong �Infor at n w1ll be sup le"
the kinds of financial aid available, eligibility anc
apphcat1on procedures. Advisors w1ll answer
questions about individual circumstances and
help prepare forms for the 1984-85 academic

m io

ye

��e financial aid sessions are scheduled Feb.

21. 3:45 p.m.; Feb. 23, 11:45 a.m.; Feb. 27, 2:45
p.m.; Feb. 28, 8:45 a.m., and Feb. 29, 2:45 p.m.

For more information about financial aid or
the sessions, telephone the BSU Financial Aid
Office at 385-1664.

church and civic organizations.
He received his master of educa
tion in higher education administra
tion and bachelor's degrees from
james Madison Univesity, Harrison
burg, Va., and is a candidate for a Ph.
D. degree in comparative and inter

UHLENKOTT PHOTOGRAPH SELECTED

R D. Uhlenkott, an advertising design major.
has been named as a fmalist in the fourth annual
student photo contest of Phot g aph e ' Forum

o r

rs

magazine. Uhlenkott's photograph was chosen
from more than 17,500 entries and will appear m
the Best of Co/lege Photography Annual: 1984
This is the second year in a row that Uhlenkott
has been selected as a fmalist for the contest.

national education at the University
of Virginia, Charlottesville.
At james Madison University he
was director of alumni services from
1977-79, leaving that position to
direct development and alumni rela
tions at Maryville College, Maryville,
Tenn., until 1981.

Terms author
to speak
The author of the novel

Endeannent,

Tenns of

Larry McMurtry, will
present a free talk on Coming to

Tenns at Boise

EMPLOYEES HONORED FOR SERVICE
Ninety-four BSU employees were honored for
their years of service to Boise State during two
winter luncheons1 and among those were 18 who
have been at the institution for over 15 years.
Receiving plaques for 20 years or more here
under three presidential administrations were
Associated Professional Staff members Ed Wil
kinson, 26 years; Jackie Cassell and Gordon
Phillips, both 20; Steve Maloney, 18; Herb
Runner and Ron Turner, both 17; Dick Reed, 16;
Darrell VanKieek, Dyke Nally, and Don Miller, all
15.
Personnel honored m December for 15 years
or more at Boise State were Evelyn Bobo, Betty
Brown, Martin Dennis, Doug Fisher, Betty Gar
rett, lone Jolley, Karen King and Burl Ray
Moore.

State University

the Student Union Building.
McMurtry, who was born in Wit
chita Falls, Texas, also wrote the

novel Horseman Pass By, retitled as
the movie

Hud,

and 7be Last

Picture

Show, which was set in the small

central Texas town.
McMurtry's appearance is spon
sored by the BSU Writers and Artists
Series

��-

1984 HEALTH

FAIR

Free health information and screening tests
will be available at Health Fair '84 scheduled in
early March in Boise and Canyon County.
The fairs will be held from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. on
Saturday, March 3 at East Junior High School;
Wednesday, March 7, from 11 a.m. to 8 p.m. at
the Capitol Building; and Saturday, March 10,
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. at West Junior High
School, all in Boise. The Canyon County fair will
be from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. on Saturday, March 10
at Karcher Mall. The American Red Cross and
other community organizations and institutions,
including Boise State, are sponsoring the Boise
fair. The Canyon County fair is being sponsored
by Mercy Medical Center, Caldwell Memonal
Hosp1tal, Karcher Mall and the Southwest Dis
trict Health Department.

The fairs offer five services: health education,
multiple test screening, health promotion coun
seling, summary/referral and follow-up activities.
The free tests are height and weight, blood pres
sure, anemia, visual acuity, hearing and carbon
monoxide screening.
Two optional tests will be offered for a nomi
nal fee. A blood chemistry analysis testing for
cholesterol, triglycerides, diabetes, etc. will be
available for $8. Participants must, however, fast
four hours prior to testing. A cardiac risk apprai
sal will be offered for $10 and necessities a fast
ing period of 12 hours prior to testing. The cost
for both tests is $14.
Another feature of this year's fair is a compu
terized health risk appraisal that asks 30 ques
tions about lifestyle and health, then calculates
an individual's "health age" versus achievable
"health age" if certain lifestyle changes are
made.
For more information about any of the fairs,
contact Pam Gray at the Health Fair 1984 office
at Boise State, 344-1982.

NOISE CONTROL

Thursday, March 1. The lecture will
be at 8 p.m. in the Boisean Lounge of

·-·

Skiing in Utah, scuba diving in Mexico. sailing
in the Bahamas-sound good? BSU's "Adven
ture Programs," sponsored by the Physical Edu
cation Department, can make them possible.
Throughout the spring and sumer, "Adventure
Programs" will offer excursions and skills
courses in rafting, flatwater and river canoeing,
kayaking, sailboarding, scuba diving, bicycling,
backpacking, hang gliding and Taekwon-do
The first course is on basic scuba diving and
will be held from 7 to 9 p.m. beginning Feb 27
and running March 1,5, and 8. Swimmmg skills,
equipment use and survival techniques will be
taught along with the physics of diving, d1ving
psychology and d1ving sickness. The cost is $65.
For more information about any of the trips or
courses, contact the Physical Education office at
385-1951 or 385-1570.

pj

alumni relations program.
He has hcen active in several

ADVENTURE PROGRAMS

ART SHOW OPENS
A range of artwork representing various print
ing techniques will be on display in the BSU
Museum of Art, beginning March 5 and continu
ing through March 26. The prints are owned by
Boise area collectors.
Intaglio, woodcut and screen printing tech
niques will be demonstrated by the 28 pieC!I

exhibit. Artists such as Durer, Whistler and Kolli
Witz will be fliatured in the display.
The Museum of Art, located on the ground
floor of the Liberal Arts Building, is open week
days from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. and is free to the
public.

A workshop on the problems of recognizing,
measuring and controlling industrial noise will
be conducted by the Boise State University
Safety and Health Consultation Program Feb.
25.
The workshop for industrial managers and

safety personnel will outline the basic principles
of noise reduction and control and prov1de

information about noise consulting serv1ces
available.
The lee is $20 and includes materials and
lunch. Registration is limited, and may be sent
by check payable to Boise State University to W.
D. Small, room 5-110, BSU, 83725.
For further information, telephone 385-3303.

State University.
The first camp, from July 9-13, will focus on
team concepts as well as Individual work.
The second camp from July 16-20, and third
camp from July 23-27, will both focus on Indi
vidual player development.
Camp brochures will be mailed to all partici
pants of last summer's camps. Individuals inter
ested in signing up early should contact the BSU
Vers1ty Center at 385-1288.

BUSINESS SEMINARS
The BSU College of Business will offer several
seminars from late February through May
including:
Introduction to Microcomputers with sessions
beginning Feb. 27, March 12, April 2, and Apnl
20; Basics of First Line Supervision, opening
March 12; Intermediate First Line Supervision,
opening April 9; Intermediate Microcomputing,
beginning April 16; Accounting for Small Busi
ness, Apri118; Electronic Spreadsheets, May 4;
and Beginning Gift and Estate Taxation, May 8
For information about registration fees for the
seminars, contact BSU Professional Develop
ment Programs at 385-1126

FORD DONATES TO BSU
The revolutionary development of unlbody
automobiles and the lack of trained persons to
repair collision damage to them resulted in the
donation of a 1982 Ford Escort GL to the BSU
School of Vocational Technical Education Feb.
8.
The automobile. donated by State Farm Insu

rance on behalf of the Inter-Industry Con
ference on Auto Collis1on Repair (IICACR) 1S

now the training focus of a nine-part auto body
workshop sponsored by the organization at
Boise State.
According to Geratd�F . Kelly, Boise area

chairman of the nat1onal non-profit organization,
the donation is part of a nation-wide program to
educate auto repairmen in new techniques
needed to work with late model vehicles.
For further information about the IICACR
course, telephone 385-1974.

M-K OFFICIAL INDUCTED INTO
AVIATION FRATERNITY
George J. Oswald, director of aviation and
chief pilot for Morrison-Knudsen Co. was
recently inducted into the Delta Chi Chapter of
the international aviation fraternity Alpha Eta
Rho at Boise State Univers1ty.
At the induction and banquet, Oswald
was cited for his support of collegiate aviation
by Wayne E. White, BSU's director of aviation
and a national vice-president of the fraternity.
Oswald's most notable contribution, White

said, was his establishment of a unique program
at BSU allowing two students each semester to

receive scholarship grants to participate in cor
porate flights, observing flight procedures from
start to finish.
Oswald joins many leaders in the air transpor
tation industry in Alpha Eta Rho, which has
about 75 active U. S. chapters and several
abroad.

MUSIC ROUNDUP
No less than two concerts and f1ve rec1tals are
scheduled for late February and March as the
Boise State University Music Department prepares
for a busy spring semester.
·
Opening the concerts will be a large instru
mental ensemble concert on Sunday, Feb. 26 at
E-:15 p.m. in the Music Auditorium. March 11, in the
Special Events Center at E-:15 p.m., will be a choral
concert and percussion ensemble performance.
Several students and faculty will also be giving

recitals. Student flutist Kirsten Smith will per1orm at
6 p.m. March f. in the Music Auditorium. On March

14 another flut1st, Cindy Barrie, will per1orm her
senior recital at f-:15 p.m. in the Auditorium. Senior
Sandra Allen's per1ormance on March 24 at 4 p.m.
will also be held in the Music Auditorium.
Faculty artists Constance Speake, piano, and flu
tist Robert Billington will team up for a March 2
pe r 1ormance in the Music Auditorium at &:15 p.m.
Karen Krout and Pamela Howard will also per1orm
at 8:15 p.m. in the Auditorium..
Admission to the student per1ormances is free
and the public is invited to attend. For the faculty
recitals and the concerts, tickets are $4 general
admission, $2 students and senior citizens with all
proceeds going toward BSU music department
scholarships. BSU students and personnel will be

admitted free of charge.

l.

-----
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Planner shares ideas on urban environment
William Whyte
William Whyte, nationally
acclaimed author, urban design pio

At 8 p.m. on Wednesday, March 14

In conjunction with Whyte's visit,

in the Special Events Center will be a

BSU, the Boise section of the Ameri

to: Design to Make a Difference, 128
S. Fifth St., Boise, ID 83702; or, call

information about the contest, write

neer and planning critic, will be at

showing of a film based on Whyte's

can Society of Landscape Architects

Boise State March 14-15 to lecture

book, 1be Soda/ Life

and the American Institute of Archi

Spaces, followed by a question and

Mary McGown at 336-6811. Entries

and answer questions about his work

tects is sponsoring a design competi

as part of the 1984

answer period with Whyte.

must be received by March 5. The

tion to transform a Boise parking lot

winning solutions will be shown

into a small urban plaza.

along with the Whyte photo exhibit.

and Beyond lec

of Small Urban

Thursday evening, March 1 5,

ture series.
A photographic exhibit of Whyte's

Whyte will present a lecture, "Down

work, "Blank Walls: the New Face of

town: Lessons of the Street," at 8

Downtown," will run from Feb. 28 to
March 24 at the Idaho Historical
Museum in Julia Davis Park.

'Joan'

opens

Rehearsals are underway for joan
of Lorraine, the first theatre produc
tion of the new year at Boise State
University. The play will open Feb. 29
and run through March 3 in the Spe
cial Events Center. Curtain time each
night will be at 8:15.
The box office opens Feb. 22 and
tickets are S4 general admission, S2
senior citizens, BSU students and
personnel.

joan of Lorraine, written by Max
well Anderson, is the story of a stage
production of the life of St. Joan of
Arc, relating modern life to her times.
The original production opened in
New York in 1946, where it received
critical acclaim and played for nearly
200 performances, starring Ingrid
Bergman in the lead role of Joan.
The BSU Theatre Arts department
version will feature junior Shannon
Ragland in the lead role of Mary
Grey, the actress who plays Joan of
Arc.
Playing the role of the harassed
stage director will be Louard Crum
baugh III of Idaho Falls.
Actor Les Ward, the king of France,
is played by sophomore Rod Wolfe of
Nampa.

The competition, now underway,

p.m. in the Student Union Building

by the Gannett Foundation and the

parking site next to Old Boise's his

Ballroom. Both events are free and

BSU Foundation. For more informa

torical Pioneer Tent and Awning

open to the public.

tion on his appearance, contact

building on Main Street. For more

Helen Lojek at 385-1328.

New ticket system

III, Buhl; Doug Hoppe, McCall; �aul
Rodgers, Declo; Steve Frank, Meri
dian; Robert Riddle, Sr., of Colorado;

recognized Feb. 8 at a Vocational
Technical School recognition break
fast for advisory committees to its

possible for customers to pur

programs.

chase any available seat at all of
the Select-a-Seat outlets. Tickets

At the breakfast, attended by about
245 comittee members and faculty,
Dr. Larry Selland, administrator for

are printed on site while the cus

Idaho vocational education, told the

tomer waits. Under the previous

committee that their "time, exper

system, outlets were consigned
blocks of tickets, which limited

and buy the best seat available.

tise, priceless advice and equipment"

seating choices for patrons.

The old consignment system was

are the "backbone of the

not fair because everyone didn't

partnership."
A plaque was presented to

According to Pavilion Director,
Dexter King, customers have two

have an equal chance at the best

purchase options under the new

seats," King said.

system: Request specific seat

He added that BSU athletic and

locations or use the "quicksell"

Morrison Center tickets will also

method where the computer

be sold by Select-a-Seat. Other

selects the best seat available.

events in the Treasure Valley may

In either case, the speed and
convenience of the new system
should ease the long waiting lines

use the system in the future.
Select-a-Seat outlets are Gem
State Sporting Goods/Mountain

for major concerts and other

Home; KYET radio/Ontario; K-G

events. Customers will pay a 50¢

Men's Store/Karcher Mall; Albert
sons/16th and State; D'Alessan

convenience charge per ticket at
the Select-a-Seat outlets.
"The biggest convenience for

dro's and Bazaar stores at
Hillcrest and Westgate; BSU Box

our customers is that they now

Offices (Pavilion. Student Union,

can go to any Select-a-Seat outlet

Varsity and Morrison Center.)

Thespians attend BSU Festival
High school drama students from

Ho!ly Holsinger, Steve Redmond, Wil

on hand for the 15th Annual Idaho

liam McCarter, Pamela de Johg, and

Invitational Theatre Arts Festival at

Nancy Berger. Berger is also the cos

Boise State University Thursday and

tume designer.

Friday, Feb. 23-24.

designer and technical director for
the theatre arts department. He will
be aided behind the stages by assis
tant director Jane Hoene and lighting
designer Leigh Witcher Daniels.
For more information or tickets
contact the BSU box office weekdays
between 3 and 6 p.m. at 385-1462.
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employees of Hewlett-Packard to
recognize what Vocational-Technical
School assistant dean Tom Denison
called the "extraordinary efforts of a
corporation that is truly showing the
world how business should he done.''
A second honorary plaque was
awarded to Larry Kissler, President of
NORCO, Inc., for his contributions to
the school ranging from equipment
donations, loaning of technical
experts, gaining access to advanced
technical training for instructors and
"tons of supplies."
Numerous silver certificates rec
ognizing individual committee
members and area companies for

throughout the state of Idaho will be

Directing the play is BSU assistant

What BSU executive vice president
Richard Bullington calls "the essen
iness, industry and education," was

system that will make purchases
more convenlenf fOr the public.
The new system now makes it

and Boise residents Kirsten Allen,

professor Stephen R Buss, who is the

Awards given
tial critical partnership between bus

BSU has installed a new Select
a-Seat computerized ticketing

The rest of the cast includes Mark
Akkerman, Twin Falls; John Priester

Whyte's visit is being underwritten

asks designers to contemplate the

Senior high school students invited

be a tour of the Morrison Center and

their outstanding contributions to
the school were presented. Among
those receiving the certificates were:
Ken Hogue, owner of Hogue Injec

an "Acting Shakespeare" workshop..

tion Service; Tyner Distributing Co.;

Poems in anthology

Samaritan Village; Ann Brownley, St.

Several poems by poet David

to the campus by the BSU Theatre

Baker, author of

Arts department will compete for

published by BSU's Ahsahta Press,

scholarships to the university and

will appear in the Morrow Anthology

Laws of the Land

Gregory Mead, and Art Turnbull,
Hewlett-Packard; Celeste Rush, Boise
Alphonsus Regional Medical Center;
Jim Weiser, owner of Gem State Den
tal Supply.
Scott Bengoechea, Grange Insu
rance and Boise Insurance Adjustors

will have the opportunity to attend

of Younger American Poets to be

Association; Albertson's Inc.; Western

workshops in acting, scene design,

published this fall.
The Morrow Anthology will be

Supply; Morrison-Knudsen; Jim's Sales

lighting, make-up, publicity, stage
warm-ups, costume design, and audi

sold both as a classroom text and in

tions presented by BSU students and

bookstores and will include selec

faculty members.

tions from

Highlighting this year's festival will

Laws of the Land and

other Baker works.

Equipment; Sheehan's Welding
and Distributions; Bob Rice Ford;
Madis Chapin; Allan Dowd, SAGA
food operations at H-P; Tony Crespi,
H-P production section manager; Jim
Clarke, general manager, United
Cable Systems.

BSU symbols
Signs of the times
Reorganization might also occur in

Bois� Stat� Pr�sid�nt john Keiser

athletics, recreation and health areas

used symhols of th� past and the

in the colleges of health science and

future to discuss the current state of

·

education and in the vocational

the university in remarks made to

technic?] school.
Also, "increased emphasis will

faculty and staff at the beginning of
spring s�mest�r.

be

placed on the service, coordinating,

The two "signs of th� times" ar� a

and entrepreneurial functions of the

one-room schoolhouse r�c�ntly

univ.ersity Research Center and the

donated to Boise Stat� and two

development function of the Univer

computer-controlled, lighted, ani

sity Foundation."
Another area of action and plan

mated marquees which may be
plat·ed on Capitol Boul�vard and

ning is technology (see the story on

Broadway Av�nue.
-- -- ____-_,-

Whit� the two �)'mhols relay dif

---- --- �

ferent messag�s. Keiser said they are

---

.......-........- _..--r--- -=-.- -

n>mplementary, not contradictory.

_....

The schoolhou��. which will be res
tored and used as an educational

�

--

"repr�sents the dignity of education,

statement outlining the university's
has been submitted for approval .
Keiser also called for professors to

--

become familiar with current educa

-

the integration of the mind.

13), and Keiser reported on

the several technology task forces. A
requirements for computer literacy

-

mu�eum (see story on page one),

the university's technological etfons
on page

tional software, and if nothing ade
q u a t e e x i s t s , to b e g i n d e v i s i n g

"The marqu��s symbolize the
importance of utilizing all forms of

methods "to use th� computer to ful

modern tn·hnolO!.'}' to get the con

fill the aims of the on�-room school

�tant message of the one-room

house." He mentioned that the old

schoolhouse conveniently and dfi

gymnasium now is being remodeled

dt·ntly to the largest numbers."

and will house a computer-assisted

Keiser said the key word for higher

instruction lab to "determine the

education in the 1980's is "excel

best way to use these machines as

lence," as evidented h} the flurry of

learning devices."

rt•t•ent education reports. Yet, he

His final remarks concerned the

said. "many of the reports driven hy a

take ov�r vocational t�chnical educa

Keiser outlined some of the uni

hudget-"how, after all, ar� we going

<:oncern for excellen<:e the last few

tion from th� four-y�ar institutions.

versity's plans to comply with the

years art· destructively. and hop�fully

Keiser said that move "would suhdi-

new mission and mandate statement

unintentionall), disintegrative," in

'ide, disint�grate, the state and this

and institutional instructions

for high�r education as "reasonable,

part rdt:rring to the Idaho Associa

region even more than it is," and that

approved last fall hy the State Board

justified" and said that "salaries

tion of Commerce and Industry

the univ�rsity "is committed to r�tain

of Education. He said the college of

higher education task f(>rce's r�port,

and str�ngth�n the school of voca

arts and sciences will he divided into

remain our highest priority." He
votced approval of the board's new

released in late September
That n.-pon suggests a commu.nity
college system for JCJ;Ih(> that would

tional technical education on its

three schools-social scienc�s and

funding formula, which gives Boise

<:ampus and to establish hranch�s as
nenJcd:"

public affairs, natural sciences and
mathematics·and ans and humanities.

State nearly 29 percent of the state
wide funding for- higher education.

_

to pay for all this?" Keiser supponed
the State Board's proposed budget

Five BSU professors receive Canadian research grants
Five Boise State professors have been awarded a
tot;tl of S I-!,600 in faculty enrichment grants from

for S2,700.
"Some of the rock art I want to look at I will com

the Canadian gowrnment to conduct research in

pare to rock art I looked at in Eastern Idaho on a

Canada this summer.
The professor�-Monte Wilson, geology; Max

incorporate his findings into his courses on Nonh

Pavesic, anthropology; Dennis Donoghue, political
�cience; Patricia Dorman, sociology; and Marc
Bechard, biology-will spend from two weeks to two
months in Canada, investigating topics ranging from
the economic status of Canadian women to prehis
tork ston� art and structures. As specified in the

grants, they will either create new courses has�d on
the research, or incorporate the material into exist
ing courses.
Wilson, who is an Alaskan native and has worked
in the oil industry there and in Canada, will "get a
general update on the Canadian petroleum industry
and then look at the Canadian solution to thre�
t)pcs of petroleum soun·cs that ... are very difficult
to analyze" with his

s;.soo grant.

With members of the Canadian Geological Survey,

(BSU) faculty research grant," he said. Pavesic will
American archaeology.
An update of a 1970 report on th� status of Cana
dian women is the subject of Dorman's S3,000 grant.
Sin: will visit Ontario, Alberta, and British Columbia
to research government documents, particularly on
labor statistics, because her "focus will be on th�
section (of the study) that deals with women in the
Canadian economy."
The lahor data she is int�rested in includes Cana
dian women's rate and t)pcs of �mployment and
income levels. "Canadian women hav�n't moved into
the labor force in the same numbers as women in
America," she said, primarily because Canada "is not
as far into the post-industrial revolution as we arc, so
ther

arc more opportunities here.

the universities of Albena and Saskatch�wan and from
the Museum of Man and Nature in Winnipeg with
his S3,000 grant.
He will compare the historical information on the
raptors' nesting locations to current information and
then document declines and changes in the birds'
populations.
"I hope to offer a class on birds of prey in Western
America," he said, showing "where the birds nest�d
before the settlers came to North America ... where
they were able to sustain themselves," and where
they were not. He also is writing a series of biogra
phical sketches of the natural historians with a colleague from th� Univ�rsit)' of Saskatchewan.

'

Last fall, the State Board of Education approved a
Canadian Studies minor at Boise State that focuses
on Canadian government, history, science, business
and art.

tigate a hea\)' crude oil that is difficult to extract; to
the Athabasca Tar Sands in northern Alberta that

professional and managerial areas." She wants to

teacher, Dr Elsie M. Buck. She taught at the old St.

"sec if there have been changes." The material will

Margaret's school for girls and in 1952 became a

contains "as much oil ...as there is in the rest of the

Mathematics and German instructor at Boise Junior

world," but which is almost impossible to extract;
and, to Beaufon, in the Arctic Ocean area.The lm;t

be integrated into a course on working women.
Donoghue's first stop in Canada will be Ottawa,
Ontario, Canada's seat of national government,

from B.]. C., now Boise State University.

area poses more of an "environmental problem," not
ont· "in the nature of the resources" in developing

where he'll research the inner workings of the prime
minister's office and cabinet, the Parliment and the

She was a member of the Altrusa Club of Boise
since I953, serving as president in 1956-57. This is an

its petroleum potential.

Suprem� Court. He then will travel to Manitoba. Sas

international service dub for women.

katchewan and Alberta, where he'll inv�stigatc pro

On january II th of this year, Hoist· lost a beloved

College. She retired in 1968

as

Professor Emerita

We would like your r�aders to know that the

that have a lot of significance for the future" of oil

vincial government and its relationship to the

exploration and extraction. He plans to incorporate

national government. He also will research voting

Dr. Buck's name to he used as a scholarship for a

his findings into a course he co-teaches on the geol-

behavior �md practices.

needy student at Boise State University. The student

Canadian studies course he helps teach, Canada
Land and People, and into his regular geology
courses, too.
Pavcsic's stud) i� entitled "Ancient Images of the
Prairie Provinces." He'll he looking at prehistoric

"A

"If you look at the data on working wom�n. you
will find the majorit)' in clerical work, a minority in

0!.')' and geography of Canada, into the introductory

l

;J

Dear Focus.

Wilson will travel to Lloydminster. Alberta, to inves

Wilson said he is "looking at this as dcvelopm�nts

I

The aim of Donoghue's S2,400 grant is to compile
material for a course on the politics of Canada. He
said it will be a somewhat comparative course that
contrasts-the Canadian and American S)'Stems of
government.

stone alignments, such as medicine wheels or effi

Bechard is working on a history of ornithology in
the west. He said a great many natural historians tra

gies, and rock art in Manitoba, Saskatchewan and

veled west and into Canada in the late 1800's, col

Albena with colleagues from the universities of

lecting data on wildlife. He plans to retrieve their

Winnipeg, Saskatchewan and Alberta. The grant is

data on the nesting places of raptors from libraries at

Altrusan� have �stahlished an endowment fund in

must meet the club's guidelines.
Some of the Focus readers, former students and

�

I

'l

friends of Dr. Buck may wish to contribute to this
fund. If so, please contact Mrs.Margaret Barber,
president, at 34S-49S 1, or Mrs. Bess Puterbaugh,
treasurer, at 343-0860.
Thank you,
Ruth Stoppelo
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Working

as

one

Five varied programs in Le�rning Center

By Carolyn Beaver

how odd the marriage may seem,

BSU News Services

there are always some commonalities

What do college-level foreign lan
guage courses have to do with a pro
gram that helps disadvantaged high

school students improve their grades
and set their sights on college?
And, how are those related to a
center that arranges college study
abroad, bilingual teacher education
and a program that tutors and coun
sels farmworkers trying to get a high
school degree?
On the surface, they may seem an
odd amalgamation. But collectively,
they form Boise State's Language
Center, part of the teacher education

I
I

!""'

tion department, and they do have at
least one thing in common
-language.
TI1e program for disadvantaged
high school students is called
Upward Bound and involves mostly
Mexican-American students and
those of other non-Anglo back
grounds from Nampa,Wilder and
Vallivue high schools. The tutoring
comes under the High School Equi
valency Prcgram (HEP), geared
toward Mexican-American migrant or
seasonal farmworker students. The
language connection in Studies
Abroad,bilingual �ducation and for
eign language is self-explanatory.

between things," Fuhriman said.
"On other campuses, HEP has
nothing to do with Upward Bound.
The same is true with foreign lan
guages. I don't think there's another
college that has foreign languages in
the department of teacher educa
tion," he said.
This fall, Fuhriman decided "it was
really a misnomer to call it Bilingual
Education," and the name was
changed to the Language Center.
Although "we didn't sit down and
design it," he maintains that the cen
ter works "very well because of what
we have in common."
For instance,HEP and Upward
Bound share similar philosophies:
both are for students who slip
through traditional educational
cracks.
"It's kind of like the old story
should we build a fence along the

Richman

steep mountain road or put an ambu

motivate students to continue their

lance down in the valley? HEP is kind

post-high school education. And Fuh

f ring "pre
usually succeed by ofe

of putting an ambulance in the valley.

riman is hoping that the two will

HEP" instruction in math, science

After they've dropped out, after
they've flunked out of our public

become feeder programs into bilin

and written skills; by providing En

gual teacher training, which would

glish as a Second Language instruc

schools, then we'll pick them up.

give the center's components even
more in common.

tion; by counseling students; by offer

"What I wanted to do was try to
correct the problem before they go
over the edge of the road....
Upward Bound tried to stop the
problem before it gets to the point of
drop out." But, in each case, the
important thing is that the students
are "picked ul'."

Both programs are designed to

Another commonality is the suc
cess HEP, Upward Bound and bilin
gual education have enjoyed and the
feelings of self-worth and confidence
they've instilled in their participants.
Many HEP's simply tutor students

fortheGED(general equivalenq
diploma). The Language Center's

HEP reaches out to those who don't

ing courses at night in convenient
locations, mostly Canyon County.
When Fuhriman wrote the contin·
uation grant proposal for HEP
(which was awarded for

5196,764

this year), he included statements
from participants. Anita Rodriguez

wrote: "There are many things I like
and appreciate about the HEP pro
gram. And all are very important. But
the thing that I like most is that I can
see and feel hope."
Boise State's Upward Bound pro
gram also is somewhat different than
f rs tutoring and counsel
most.It ofe
ing as an elective course at Nampa,
Wilder and Vallivue high schools,
whereas most programs offer after
school or weekend senices.
"It's more a part of the school than
just a special program for 'dumb
kids,"' Fuhriman said. "They're not
dumb kids-they're just kids who
have had some other problems."
Bob Richman is the math and
science instructor for Upward
Bound. He's excited about the
changes he's seen in his students in
the four months since the program
began. "For the first time, their
grades are getting better all the
time," he said. "I've seen them
become more mature in their study
habits.
"They're becoming more fixed in
their desire to go on... . They're
beginning to feel that they're worth
while people who should go on to

An Upward Bound student at her desk

college."

The center was created "almost by

Two students in Richman's class in

accident," Dr. Jay }:uhriman, Lan
guage Center director, said.In

Wilder agree with his assessment.

1977,

"You work with a lot more confi

he began as the director of Bilingual
Education.He received a

dence," said joe Zamora.John Castro

5125,000

thinks he's learning more "because

U.S.Education Department grant for

you work one on one with the

HEP, whi<:h began in the fall of
Also in

1982.
1982, the foreign languages

teacher ...and work with the other
kids on what you know most about."

department was dismantled because

As Zamora put it, "They put you on

of severe university budget con

the road and you provide the gas."

straints and was shifteJ to Bilingual

Although only one full bilingual

Education. With that department

education class has graduated, the

came Studies Abroad. The S 140,000

program already has a good reputa

U.S. Education Department grant for

tion, Fuhriman thinks, "mainly

Upward Bound was approved this
fall, and tte program began in late
October.
"I kind of feel like regardless of

because of the placements. Only one
Upward Bound students John Castro, left, and Joe Zamora discuss the benef
Its of the program

graduate (out of about

40) is not

currently working in bilingual educa-

I
tion, or in some phase of education.
"Another indication, to me, is the

number of requests we get from

other areas for our graduates.We get

calls and letters from schools in

places like Houston and Dallas,

Texas; California; Oregon; Cincinnati,
Clneland, Toledo, Ohio; Philadel

phia. They're selective in who they'll

recruit."

Many bilingual graduates, though,

choose to stay in Idaho. Maria Munoz

is in her third year as a bilingual third

grade teacher at Lakeview Elemen
tary School in Nampa, where each

grade has a bilingual teacher.

Munoz teaches in what Fuhriman

maintains that "if you look for sim
ilarities, not differences, you'll find

them.
"Half the students who go on to

take upper division language courses

languages because they want it as an
education minor." Another link, he·

said, is computer <Lssisted instruction,
guages and teacher education.

eign language becomes a full-sized

department as before. We're: all mak

hae·k and forth, all day. She begins

to build it up to a status where it can

meantime, I've had nothing but

devdopment "to make them (the

e·ooperation from them."

about their new language.Then. she

has written a U.S. Education Depart

assignment to work on hy thcmseh·es

develop a program to "strengthen

And. in the meantime, Fuhriman

gin:s the English speakers a separate

ment grant proposal for

while she gives the Spanish speakers

and improw undergraduate instruc

some individual help.

In social studies, math and science,

the- te-rms and conce-pts are explained

in English and the conu:pts

rnkwed in Spanish.The terms, she

said. are always give-n in English, e,·en
when she's reviewing in Spanish.

"The purpose of bilingual educa

tion today is no longt:r to teach Span

ish, hut to teach English," Fuhriman

said. Original bilingual education

pr<>F.fams' emphasis was to develop

SS2,379 to

tion in international studies and for

eign languages."

In the languages, "we're trying to

standardize our teaching methodol

ogy, " he said. The center has pur

chased the copyrights to the Spanish.
French and German intensive lan

Nampa third grade teacher Maria Munoz teaches in two languages all day

guage courses developed by the

L.D.S. missionary training center in

Utah. The Spanish text has been

revised-all the religious references
and photographs have been

the students' language and cultural

removed-and is being used in

mainstream bilingual students, whik

German texts will he re,ised soon.

heritage.Today'1> emphasis is to

hdping them maintain good feelings

about themselves and their
backgrounds.

While all the spokes under the

Language Center's umbrdla are

working smoothly now, there were

some- mitial problems when foreign

languages came· aboard. Two profe-s

sors were dismissed, and a full

department was relegated to fled

gling status- enough to cause all
sort1> of misunderstandings.

"The (language) faculty thought of

I

The faculty still waits, Fuhriman

says. "as I do, for the day when for

become a department again. In the

Hbpanic students) feel comfortable"

t

now being de"·eloped for both lan

ing the best of the situation ...trying

each day with English vocabulary

Il

are going to be teachers," he said.

"The students I counsel take foreign

calls the "ideal situation" -she

teaches in both languages, switching

r

it as a downfall," Fuhriman said, but

�� =
�·

beginning courses. The French and
"It's much more interactive than

the old approach," Fuhriman said.

"It's impossible to usc and not have

the students talking half the time-it

in Mexico or about the family unit in
Chile, he said.

Fuhriman is a fervent-and

successful-grant writer. "Probably

.more t_tJafi half of our bude
g t is federally funded," about 5375,000.
-

Besides the HEP and Upward Bound

O)Unscling) t<>r low income. tirst

generation college· students-a "coi-

lege version oftlpward Bound."

Yet the Language Center is not

sul.·h a granr-urknred OfX'ration th;u
it loses touch with people. A.... a mattcr of fact, most of the grant money

grants, the Learning Center has a

goes for salaries.

and Fuhriman is in the process of

thing that has made our center a real

S38,000 grant for bilingual education,

writing a grant for master's level hi-

Fuhriman thinks "if there's one

success, it is the personal touch and

puts oral language first. ...We're not

lingual education support.

attention we giw it. In the bilingual

people. We're here to give them a

news on his foreign language inter-

name. I know where every person is.

here to make grammarians of those

skill (in introductory language

courses)."

In teacher education, the grant

would be used "to create an interna

tional studies flavor." For instance,
teacher education students might

develop units on how math is taught

Currently, Fuhriman is awaiting

national studies grant, a

S 12,000

grant from the National Endowment

for the Arts to start a MexicanAmerican Dance Troupe and a

S 180,000 U.S. Education Department

grant that would provide special scr-

\ices (extra academic assistance and

program, I know nery student hy

He said that the Language Center

has given Boise State a g<x>d reputa-

tion with minorities in the area. "A

lot of people, particilarly in the

minority groups. look at our institu-

tion as one that's willing to go the

extra mile."

Five-year plan
(continued from page one)
The impact on re·sources would he

the entire university, according to

Master's in engineering

cooperation with other BSU

minimal as the administrators will he

the proposal. Many fall under tht·

management, consulting and

departments.

said Bullington, who docs not expect

Health Sciences and as consortia!

sports management, geology and

eration between campus depart

promoted from within the campus,

to add any new staff because of the
reorganization.

Also, planned for reorganization in

the next five years is the College of

Health Science, which will be broken

realm of the colleges of Business and

counseling ps]'cholo!-,ry, biology,

agreements with sister institutions.

geophysics, physical therapy and

degrees including bachelor's degrees

in whkh the universities will he

Business plans to offer five new

in international business and in

transportation/logistics and master's

into the School of Allied Health and

degrees in management information

therapy. radiologkal sciences,

an·ounting!taxation. Several other

the School of Nursing. Respiratory

systems, marketing and

medkal records sciences, community

degrees, including two doctorate

professional studies will fall under

and have Category II status.

and environmental health and pre

Allied Health while the associate

degree in technical nursing and the

baccalaureate degree in professional

nursing will he in Nursing.

The priority of the five year plan in

the health sciences field is to, in

addition to reorganizing and adding

new programs, "increase substantially
space allocations for Health Science

programs are under consideration
In the College of Health Science

several programs are planned for

expansion and four additional

degrees will be added if the proposal

is approved. Degrees in occupational

therapy and community health are to

be developed in the next five to
years.
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The possiblity of offering several

programs." Increasing equipment and

master's and bachelor's degrees with

the top priorities.

Idaho and Idaho State University are

the operating budget are also among

Additional degrees are planned for

the cooperation of the University of

under consideration.

health care administration are areas
attempting to work out consortia)
agreements.

Many other are<L'i of the university

In addition to finding more coop

ments, the plan proposes increasing

the number of internships and prac

ticums with the business and techni
cal communities.

The additional programs will

undoubtedly mean an increase in

will be expanded or strengthened,

faculty, Bullington said. The proposal

have some plans for expansion of

have to come from the state; how

said the report. Most of the schools
programs. The immediate goal for
the performing arts is to strengthen
the ex1sting programs hy adding

states that the financial support will

ever, the university believes it can
"accomplish much without new

funds and expects to do so . .. The

more staff and increasing the budget

institution has already made a con

expenses. Eventually master's

in support of primary emphasis pro

for equipment and operating

degrees in music and theatre arts will

scious effort to reallocate resources

grams, and it is through reallocation

be available.

that the university will seck to res

bilingual/multicultural education,

lost through budget reductions."

education and computer education

things here on our campus as we

Education will place emphasis on

early childhood education/preschool
for pre-service and in-service

teachers. Those programs will be

developed and strengthened in

tore graduate assistance positions

"We're going to have to do some

move into implementation of these

programs," Bullington said."Primar
ily we will reallocate resources."

:
1984 iS her e
.

Repression takes man
Young sees
'Big Brother's'
subtle hold
The citizens of George Orwell's

1984 had no choice about most
facets of thdr existence. Their life
style, their language, their livelihood
were dictated by the state, by "Big
Brother."
Americans in

1984 suffer no such

repression-or do we? Atlanta Mayor
Andrew Young,in the opening
address to
and

the Political Repression
Social Control in 1984 confer

ence, said there is a "kind of subtle
repression that I see capturing the
American ;>eOPie.
"We have a

kind of subtle distor-

Andrew Young

tion of reality that somehow suggests
the MX missile as a tool of peace,

that somehow says the freedom that
we a.-. Americans enjoy ... t."an be

FBI and CIA who, he said, had lost

subtle.

sight of those institution.-;' mandates

He described a nighttime post·
t.•ollege dri\'e from Washington D.C.

"I think any true consen"ati\'e "\\ill
know that when you t.·onserve tht"

dangerous if it goes too far."
Young, speaking to more than 1,000

to New Orleans, and said he stopped
for gasoline in South C'..arolina so he

basis of the American political system

people

could drin� straight through Georgia
without stopping.

b)' making institutions such a.-. thc

SUB

who filled every comer of the

Ballroom and spilled out into

tM 5UtfOUIIdinl ballways, said Amer·
icans haft "accepted not 'RiaBrother
but 'Big o.ddy,' who is not really

"Georgia in the '50s was the worst
pla<:e in the world tor anyhody black

to be driving alone at night. If

any-

offensive or rqJUlsive,but is more
seductive," referring to Ronald

body had said, 'slow down
through Atlanta-you're going to be

Reagan.

the mayor there one day' " he would
not ha\·e believed them.

Reagan's cornmunicati\'e style,
Young said, t."'Olvinces American.-. that
he is a warm and caring person.and
because he cares, ht.•'s correct in

Yct, Young did go on to become

FBI and the CIA do things Congrt.-ss

On January 24 and 25, BoiH
State aponsored the HCond
annual Frank Church Conference
on Public Aftalra, Political AeprH
Iion and Social Control In 1884. It
waa the ftrat In a year-lonfl HriH
of lecturH, pan• and Hmlnarl
a....,ztng the primary themes of
George Orwell'• book, JtN, and
drew IUCh prominent ...... -

intended tht"m to do, that you really
and truly are serving the national
interest."
Young said Americans today mu.-.t
look beyond the: country's borders to
sen·e the national intercst aod to

with people as friend-. and bcotht"rs
and sisters to work out the differen·
ccs that cxi�t in a non·\iolcnt way ...
is one of the rca.-.on.-. we ha\e
· sur-

guard against reprt.-ssivn.Wc arcn't

\i\'ed the threat of reprnsion in our

subjected to Orwell's two minutes

sodety." Young mentioned the Camp

of

involved in the politics of the ci\il

hate, but Young said that Arnerit.-ans

Donid an:ord� and the Panama Canal

rights mo\'cment as an a.'>.·�ociare of

an: sometimes fo�ccd "'irh slanted

treaty as l'Xamplcs.

Representatives, and in 1976, he "\\".l.S
appointed lJ. S.Ambassador to the

misunderstanding.

protecting American values.I think

l nited Nations,scn·ing until

people as people strolling the beach,

t.-an
protected�
by
preserving and
�����IP----���!P�������------����It����
..����������
����
wry

II
other ways in which

'W:III

Wl

view our

world, that traps and rcpre�-.es:

"I

don't think there is a c.:on�pirat.·y of
(.'onscious I think there is a kind of

1979.

During the dvil rights movement,

"We nt."\·er think of the Russian

thar's the struggle we face nowadays."
Young said he has great faith that

new-

or \\'alking in the sunshine, or sitting

"no amount of doublethink or

in the park or liking flower,.The fact
war. I think, contributes to our fear

speak or repression about military
spending and arms deals ...is going
to interfere with dear speaking

and suspidon and the inability that

Arncri(.�.lns finding a "\\".1)' to get a

seduction of sclf-centl·redness." he

and nen up until the time he left

said. "It's a kind of being subcons

Congress,Young was bugged and fol-

that we don't think of them in that

ciously and subliminally
programmed-nor to think for your

lowed hy the FBI. He daimed that
the FBI let other, more serious,proh-

M:If,not to t"\'aluate. hut to someho\\

terns,such as organized nime, slip by

we ha\e to undcrstand and rclatc to

government and a leadership that

n-pcat the slogans and imitate the

in the '60s because of its obsession
with the mm·ement.

them.We're totally prepared, I think,

docs, very simply, what our sl;n·e

valut.-s and the ideas whkh are
crcated for this rna.'-' society."
Young looked hack to a time when
rt.-pression in this t.·ountry wa.-. not so

And he praiM:d former Idaho Scnator Fro�nk Church's im·ol,·ement in
the investigation of thoM: within the

to deal with hatred when it comt.-s

forebearers said, what American.�

over hea\")'."

can adopt a.-. an ultimate ideal-that
is, lay down our burdens hy the river-

He t.·ontended that finding "a way
through demo<:racy, through dealing

sidt.· and study war no more."

Scholars stress need for suspicion of government
George Orwell's frightening pre·
dictions of societal rt-pres.
-. ion
douhlethink, new�peak. the two
minutes of hate-ha�·e not come to
fruition in this (.·ountry.
But three a(.·ademicians from the
University of California, Berkeley.said
that wt.· must guard against repres
sion of a much more suhtlc nature. In
the Church conferent.·e's morning
session. the three addresM:d a ncar

of Frc.:nch philosopher Michel Fou

tain words, and therefore. only cer
tain imagt."l>, can ht.· formed, doesn't

cault and author,also commented on

picion, he said, is in the area of pri

President Reagan's personal style, call·

\'at.")'. "In this area, there

work as well as manipulation on an

ing his "ability to ht.· \'Uinerable," and

emotional level. "Rathl'r than coer

his "rcadines.-. to admit his errors or

don," she said,"what we find arc
forms of lan�ua�e that are manipula·

ignorance " a S<)urce of political

tive." c.:specially in advertisin�- and
even in politic�.
We.: don't hu) prodlKts bccauM:
"Big Brothl'r" demands it, shl' said.

capadty nowd, induding M.'\l'ral

We.· do. howt.'\l'r, huy into ad,e
· rtising

high S<:hool clasM:s, in the Student

that "sells on thc promise of inti

Union Building Ballroom.
Dr. Robin Lakotf, linguistKs profes
sor and author of two hooks and
more than

.:tO papers-including one

macy:· that "capttaliLes on unpredic
tability," L:tkotr said.
"We st_•e that also in Ronald Rea
gan. He's a sterling example of the

power.
Rahinow also agrcc.:d with Lakoffs
notion that Orwell's view of repres
sion is not what is most dangerous .
"It is not the t.'aM.' that repression is
tht.• only form of power. Nor is
repression the most etlecti\·e form of
power." he said. Repression is too
overt a means of power. is too likely
to lead to resistance and therefore, is
an unstable means of control.
jerry Skolnkk,chairman of the

on language and soc.:ie'), said that. as

best in t.·ommunicati,·e tactics," she

Orwell envisioned, "the choice of

Center for tht.• Study of Law and

language,feelings about it, is very

said.While making no judgment
about the content of his language.

much determined by those who have

l..akoff said Reagan "has learned to

books and a member of a committee

political and cultural power." But, his

mass produce intimaq- ...You feel

on information technology and pri

vision

as if he is speaking directly to you. He

vaq,outlined St:\·eral types of a legal

was

"too simplistic, too direct.

Society at Berkeley, author of
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If people know they are being

talks to you as he would a slightly

repression and said that the most

manipulated. it loses a lot of its

backward child. "
Paul Rabinow,associate professor

dangerous type of legal repression in

of anthropology,scholar in the works

subtle.

effect."
Totalitarian coercion, as exempli·
8

'Where wc must cast the most sus

ficd by new�peak.in which only cer

this country today is also the most

art: major
problems of politkal and legal

rt.-pression in this country."
Condemning a new national com·
puter �)-stem that would ket.-p files on
suspicious people,Skolnick said,
"Sun·eillancc that deals with the
merely suspicious in \"Jgue and often
inaccurate ways is a tool of totalitar
ian states ...It's out of S}nc with the
spirit of due process, the explicitness
we depend on " in our legal S)"Stem.
Although the Fifth and Sixth
Amendments give this country's citi·
zens the due proces.o; rights totalitar·
ian gmernmcnts deny,Skolnick said
we still must be wary of go\'emmenr.
The rule of totalitarian states. he said,
is much like the rule of the family:
"The state loves you; the state is good
for you.Therefore. you don't need
rights."
Skolnick said "it is necessary that
we maintain a suspicion of the stare
the state is nor a parent."

Shevchenko hits Soviet values
well one of the things which Lenin
believed: that organization is

something which must be dangerous
to the present Soviet system or

regime," said the former ambassador.

There is a large network of informers

set up by the KGB, to try to detect
early if any group is trying to
organize a movement.

"This is definitely political

repression and is what you

Americans cannot even understand,

because you have organizations that

do criticize or do whatever you wish
of your country, but people who live
in the Soviet Union, Russians,

Ukrainians, they cannot do all these

Atlanta Mayor Andrew Young,
former U.S.S.R. Ambassador to the
United Nations Arkady Shev

ways also.It can be found in the

public schools. These stories
recap the two day's events. Jo

(Berkeley and Los Angeles) and
South Carolina and Stanford
University.

chenko, Jocelyn Fannin the story

capacity crowds and the day-long

Repression is found in many other

many, Including students from area

chenko and noted academicians
from the Universities of California

The main speakers drew over

things," he said.

panel sessions attracted almost as

indoctrination the Soviets receive in

the educational system. There is no

Dunlap wrote the story on Shev

opportunity for students to find out

what is true for themselves. He added

on the afternoon panel and

Arkady Shevchenko

Carolyn Beaver the stories on
Andrew Young and the morning
panel.

Arkady Shevchenko, former Soviet

ambassador to the United Nations,

detailed the kinds of repression

George Orwell wrote of in 1984 as

Experts examine U.S. policies
An international studies expert, an

authority on Eastern European com

munist regimes and a Latin American

historian explored the multi
tentacled forms of modern repres
sion during the Wednesday afternoon
session of the Political Repression
and Social Control in 1984

conference.

Opening the session was a BSU

student-produced video-tape examin
ing repression as seen through the

physical needs of the populace, then

works on pacification of the intellec

"I found that it doesn't and I found
that this society, this nation, this
countryhas values whtctr ��to

the Soviet Union. Since 1978 he has

because sometimes we don't value

courts for political expediency,

bureaucratic harrassment, psychiatric

institutionalization and forcible
expulsion.

Staar discussed Eastern European

cross a border illegally is "treasona

tion to emigrate is labeled "anti

social behavior;" those who lose their

jobs are called "social parasites," and

children.

"insane."

by BSU communication department

students and directed by junior

communication major Michael Willis,
revealed what repression means to

the individual economically, socially,

politically and mentally.

"The U.S. taxpayer foots the bill for

repression in Latin America," Dr. E.

conscientious objectors are judged

"What is it that America stands for

in the world?" asked Dr. Charles

Kegley, chairman of government and

international studies at the University
of South Carolina.

"We define ourselves by what we

oppose," Kegley said, noting that our
fear of communism as an ideology

and our fear of the Soviet Union have

Bradford Burns, chairman of the Uni

led us to sacrifice democracy.

tory department told the conference

are very undemocratic," he said.

versity of California, Los Angeles, his

audience.

The support of military govern

"A large proportion of our allies
"Almost all Americans take a

common position. They consider

ments parallels the growth of our

repression to be repugnant and revo

called the government's "relentless

more stability, more democracy. The

own milit.try, he said, noting what he
campaign to limit access to informa

tion," and the "erosion of our inter
national moral authority."

p

"It is ap alling to have to admit

that the closest ally of the El Salvador
government is the U.S.," he said.

Eastern European governments

"cannot permit freedom of expres

sion," and there are recurrent patt

erns of repression in East Germany,

Hungary, Czechoslovakia and Poland,

said Dr. Richard Staar, a senior fellow

of the Hoover Institutjon at Stanford
University.

"First repression, then goulash.

The state first takes care of the basic

he began to compare the two

societies and find out whether what

was the highest-ranking Soviet

nent of equal educational

The dose-up interviews, produced

It was not until Shevchenko

became a diplomat in the West that

He listed several common ele
ments of communist repression iD
Eastern Europe, including the use of

ble activity as an agent;" an applica

opportunities for migrant Chicano

and Social Contro� in 1984

government.

he was taught in the universities
corresponded to reality.

a 1940s "relocation" camp, an expat

tial law in his country, and a propo

Shevchenko delivered a major

address at the Political Repression

only party officials may have access to

with the permission of the

Conference held at Boise State
University last month.

"newspeak" where an attempt to

riated Pole victimized by recent mar

controls over the Soviet people.

published or written in the West, are

locked in an area of the library which

tuals by giving them the illusion of
movement," he said.

eyes of an Idaho penitentiary inmate,
a japanese-American incarcerated in

the same types of political and social

that books about the USSR, but

lution revolting. They seek order,

difficulty is how we can get this,"
Kegley said.

Our diplomacy, he said, tradition

ally swings in a 25-year cycle from

one extreme to the other-either to

remove ourselves from the game of
international politics or to change

the world, remaking it in our own
image.
"It's in the long run that the

danger of violating democratic prin

ciples becomes evident," Kegley said,
listing the U.S. support of Chiang Kai
Shek, Fidel Castro, the Shah of Iran

and our traumatic dealings in

The 53-year old Ukrainian native

diplomat to defect to the United statd
when, as he put it, he "broke" with
been an instructor at American

University in Washington D. C., and a

lecturer at the State Department's

Foreign Service Institute. Around the

nation, he has been a highly sought

after speaker and commentator on
Soviet affairs.

Shevchenko told the standing

room-only audience gf more than
1,050 that Idaho had always been

associated with potatoes in his mind.

"I found out that it's not a potato

business; you would be a big political
potato also because you are very

much political minded people here."

Outlining the types of political and

social repressions evident in the

Soviet Union, Shevchenko said the

concentration camps of the Stalin era

really think very seriously about,

what we have in this country ...If

we compare what the Soviet people

have, and I had the chance to

compare, you find out how important
it is for you to be free," he said.

Shevchenko described another

form of social control in that the
Soviet people cannot leave the

country of their own free will. "Most

of the people of the Soviet Union

have never been abroad. Most of the

people of the Soviet Union are born
in the Soviet Union and never have a
chance to see what kind of society

exists in the world .. . You

Americans just apply for a passport
and go where you wish."

The final repression Shevchenko

are gone, but for the political

spoke of was the refusal of the Soviet

replacd by incarceration in mental

masses in the political process.

country.
While Shevchenko was still an

the country is ruled or who is really

dissidents, the camps have been

institutions or expulsion from the

party to allow participation of the
"They don't even know how

ruling the country."

Soviet information on the arms

Shevchenko indicated during his
speech that the Soviet people are

friendly KGB agent advised the

their own country because they can

ambassador, he began handing over
control to the United States. A

ambassador that if he ever wanted to

leave the U.S.S.R. again, he should not
return to his country. Shevchenko

requested asylum from the United

States and has remained here since.

Many other types of repression still

skeptical of the news accounts about

see for themselves that the reports

are not always true, but he added the

people have no way of judging how
accurate the information is..about the
rest of the world.

exist in the U.S.S.R., he added. All the
organizations in the Soviet Union are
totally government or party

controlled and "cannot function by
representing the interests of the

people who even participate in these
organizations."
"The Soviet leadership learned too

Vietnam.
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Leading Eagle
Mayor uses communication

ALUMNI====
office, but she'd "like to encourage more of it. I

By Carolyn Beaver
BSU News Services

think there are misunderstandings where (any)
government is concerned.

Perhaps if it weren't for a communication class at

"At public hearings, if somebody makes a state

Boise State, Carol Haley might not be mayor of Eagle

ment that's incorrect, it ought to be correcteJ

today.
In the fall of 1980, Haley was in a class that re

before the meeting's over," she said. "I don't think
that has been done much before.

quired an analysis of a political campaign. She chose

Although being mayor of a small town isn't a full

Steve Symms as her subject, and while doing some

time job, Haley said it takes a "full-time commit

reading at the Eagle library, she began a discussion

ment." From 9 a.m. until noon on Monday, Wednes
day and Friday, she takes "care of the regular

of politics with the town clerk, who told Haley if she
was really interested in politics, there was a race

business of the city, as far as attending to personnel,

underway for city council.

payroll" and managing Eagle's

The communication class also required a deter
mination of why the candidate would or would not

unless there is a tie, which there has not been-yet.
A good deal of her time is spent in meetings

win. Haley didn't know she'd wind up assessing her
own political capabilities.

grant meetings, planning meetings, legislative comit

"I like to be busy and involved. I'm not the

tee meetings, public hearings. The city has applied

housewife type," Haley said. "I thought 'this would

for a federal grant to fund a water system. And even

be a good exercise. I might learn something."' That

after all the time spent on it, "it looks iffy.. .. There

same day, she designed a brochure and organized

are more and more stipulations being attached," she

her campaign. When she went to bed that night, she

said. "It might now have to go along with plans for

said she wondered, "what am I doing-and then, my

(economic) development."

God, I won."

Without the water system, which would provide

She served about three-and-a-half years on the

fire hydrants downtown, there won't he much

council, tackling such issues as devising Eagle's

development. State laws require adequate fire

"impact area," the area currently and/or eventually

protection-also "iffy" without the water system

to come under city jurisdiction, and developing a

before buildings can be erected. Just another facet of

comprehensive plan for that area.Last summer,

small-or big-city government.

former mayor Jerry Deckard resigned and Haley was

Haley has plenty of other things to keep her from

appointed mayor. She officially ran for the job last

becoming hogged down, though. She's "interested

November, not wondering what she was doing, but

here in trying to keep a rural area as rural as possible

with both feet on the ground. She won again.

...We watch closely what Boise does (with river

Haley seems to be a person who knows just what

development)," Haley said. "Everybody's trying to

she wants and then goes after it. When she and her

develop on the river.I would like to see the river

husband, Jack, retired five years ago, "my number

kept for the fishermen."

one priority was to get my degree." She had a two

A "pretty stiff flood plain ordinance" and a com

year degree in journalism from City College in Los
Angeles, but raising a family and working as a "minor
executive" for Pacific Telephone for 28 years (she
was business and class unit manager for a suburban
LA. pbonc �tel' 11t0re when she� in 19-78)
kept her from finishing her education.
Sitting in the living room of her home near Eagle
Hill golf course, Haley said getting her college
degree "was just a personal goal. People would ask
me, 'what are you going to do with it?"' Haley said
"doing something" wasn't her concern. She merely
"wanted to finish what I thought was an interrupted
education."
In two years, she earned a bachelor's degree in
communication at Boise State. She said she didn't
have trouble becoming a student again after 40
years, in part due to those in the communication
department.

Carol Haley

Haley knew nothing about the darkroom, but her
professor told her if she was willing to learn, he was
wiUtftg to'bdt7 It�.
"If you fail there (at BSU), you fail because you

didn't make the effort, because everyone really tries
to help you."
Haley has put her communication skills to work.
"There is more of a community identification with
the City of Eagle" now, due in some measure, she
thinks, to the active mayorial campaign waged last
fall.
"We got a good campaign going between myself
and my opponent. We got a lot of people registered
to vote. We had a 78 percent turnout, compared to a
28 percent turnout in Boise."

One of her goals is to help eliminate the miscom

"I took a photojournalism class, and it turned out

that you really had to develop your own pictures."

S70,000 budget.She

presides at council meetings, but does not vote

munication that so often surrounds government, she
said. People occasionally call her or drop in at her

prehensive plan that "docs not tend toward (river)
development" probably will keep the Boise River
clear from much development near Eagle.
That doesn't mean Haley is against development in
Eagle. She'd like to see downtown develop to better
accommodate the area's residents. She, and many
others in Eagle, would like to build a new city hall/
library/community center complex.
When asked if she thinks at all about reelection,
she said, "I don't think I'll run again. I think one
term will be enough. Then I can get on with
my other projects.
"When I retired, I had three things I was going to
do-get a college degree, play a lot of bridge and
golf and do my family's genealogy, my roots," Haley
said. ··Getting involved in politics, the other two
have been set aside."
But not forgotten. No doubt, Haley will tackle
those, too.

IN TOUCH=======
A PROMOTIONS
Teni L Drecheel (Education, '83)

JOBS

is currently
working at Paine, Webber, Jackson & Curtis, Inc.
in Boise, with securities and operations.
Doug Dunlap (Math, BS, '83) is employed at
Idaho First National Bank as senior programmer.
Ron Crow (Accounting, '73) is presently work
ing for Cyprus Thompson Creek-Amoco Miner
als in Challis as product coordinator.

Pat Enright (Social Work, '82) has been
employed as a social worker at the V. A. Medical
Center in Boise, and has recently been assigned
to work with the new Alcohol Treatment
Program.
Damrong Tralratnobh.. (Marketing, BA, '83)
has been promoted to assistant manager of
Wendy's in Boise.

C. Patrick Fleenor (Business, '69) was pro
moted to professor at the Albers School of Busi
ness at Seattle University.

of assistant controller with the University of
Nevada.

Joel S. Hickman (Marketing, '79) is presently
the manager of First American Mortgage of

Sharon E. Evans (Office Admin., '78) is work·
ing as a legal secretary for Osterlund & Collard

Idaho in Boise.

Uaa P.

Dunlap is a systems analyst for Idaho
Power in Boise.

electronics division in Hawthorne, Calif.

William Scott Rayner (Business, 82) is pres
ently the assistant manager of one of the local
branches of North Carolina Federal Savings and
Loan Association in Charlotte, N.C.

Pamela Gray (Communications, '79) is pres
ently serving as director of the Health Fair Pro
gram in Idaho.

Mark D. Cunnlgham (Med. Tech., '75) is serv
ing as the biological resources supervisor for
Genetic Systems Corp. in Seattle.

Jon Rand (Communications. '74) has been
named general manager of KCDQ Radio in
Bozeman, Mont.

Charlea A. Norrla (Business, '81) has been
advanced to loan officer of a local branch of
Idaho First National Bank in Eagle. He is

Mltctl O.vta (MBA, '75) is currently a sales
son for A. V. Sales and Rentals in Boise.

Jo Waddell (Art Ed., '70) is currently working
as community resource developer for the
YMCA/City of Portland Youth Service Center.

Robert F. Wataon (Aviatio'l Mangmt., '82) has
taken employment with Northrop Inc. in the

per

Ta-raS. PNI'MI'I (Education, '81) is teaching
7th and 8th grade at Immanuel Lutheran School
in Twin Falls.

Rab Ma- (Maketlng, '83)
Sports In Phoenix.

Sunset

Is working for

Jonlca R. Wlla (Horticulture, '79) is a crew
dispatcher for Union Pacific in Pocatello.

Carol Mackland (Political Science. '81) is pres
ently serving as the legislative affairs assistant
for the Department of Energy in Richland, Wash.
Eather Wesche (Education, MA, '76) is cur
rently the director of elementary music at Crista
Schuuls School in Seattle.

has been
appointed district manager for Farmer's Insu
rance in Spokane.

lynn Loughrey (Accounting, BBA, '80) has
been promoted to supervisor for the public
accounting firm, Haynie, Larson & Gabrielson in
Salt Lake City.

Rae Jean Ag'*O (Education, '83) is teaching
4th grade at Chaparral Elementary in New
Mexico.

Bill Delong (Education, '62) is currently work
ing as athletic director and vice principal at
Mcloughlin High School In Oregon.

o-ge T. Dilorio (P.E., '55)
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also the regional director for the Idaho Bankers
Association Education Committee.
Stephen R. Forrey (Math, BS) has been named
manager of the Hazelton Office of the Idaho
First National Bank.
Ron Gabriel (Business, '69) has recently
opened a new real estate office fn Boise called
Remax West, Inc.
John Bullock (Business. '68) is presently the
production manager of the Wallula Wash.
Branch of the Boise Cascade Corp.
Steve Berrett (Business, '78) is currently an
assistant manager of a Pay-N-Pack Store in
Newark, Calif.

David Gray

(Communication, '77) is the office
manager for the Carnation Nampa Can Division.

Janet J. Tanner (MBA,

'78)

holds the position

in Toledo. Ore.

Betty L. Tate (Chemistry/Science, '49) recently
accepted a position as manager for the P. E. 0.
Chapter House in Caldwell.
Genevieve Smith (Education, '57) is currently
serving as principal of Whitney Elementary
School In Boise.
Mary F. Groll (Education, MA, '56) has been
appointed to the Governor's Task Force on
Affirmative Action.
Kim Rogers (Business, '81) was promoted to
director of community relations at St. Alphonsus
Hospital.
Dalro S. Pederun (Education, '75) is teaching
at Jefferson Jr. High School in Caldwell.
Allee Myers Schenk (P. E., '81) has accepted a
coaching job in track and field at Minico High
School.
Rlnda Ray Juat (Business, '77) has just
accepted a position as deputy attorney general
for the State of Idaho.

Jakkl Mohr (Marketing, '82) is working for
Hewlett Packard's Personal Computer Group as
a marketing specialist in California.

Thank you
Annual alumni dues payers
We appreciate your loyal support by way
of your annual alumni dues. The
dues help support the university in many
ways, including the Annual Top Ten SchoIars Banquet, University Club Scholarship
Program, Student Alumni Board, and

A. J. Achabal

Kevin Allcott
Kally S. Allen
Raymond Allen
Vicki A. Allen
Robert W. Alter
Marcia L. Amea
Luis M. Amorebieta
Cindy & Terr y Amos
Alicia Anderaon
Andrew G. Anderson
C. W. & Virginia Anderson
Dee C. Anderson
Jack Anderson
Keith L. Anderson
Margaret A. Anderson
Oral F. Andrews
Howard D. Anthony
Steven R. Appleton
Elizabeth Archibald
Teresa A. Artechevarrfa
Benjamin C. Aahby
Sidney Asker
Rick M. Atkinson
Tereaa F. Axtell
David L. Ayrea
Diane Ayrea
Bardell T. Bailey
Robert E. Bainbridge
Dennla & Roale Baird
Donna & Donald Baird
Elizabeth L. & George Baker
John C. Baldwin
Philip &Judy Balliett
Jamea E. Barnea
Kenneth & Mary Jane Barnes
Robert Barnes
Lynne R. Barrett
Michael G. Barrett
Michllel J. Barrie
Chris A. Barry
Brenda L. Ba11lck
David G. Bean
Robert Beaver
Virginia F. Beckett
lone & Max Bell
Troy W. Ball
Rebekah A. Bellonl
Duane Bench
Patrick Bertsch
Carrie J. Billa
David Bills
James L. Bishop
John D. Bitner
Thomas E. Black
Sandra S. Blackwell
Edwin & Dannette B lakeslee
Larry &Judy Blanc
Thomas E. Blickenstaff
Douglas R. Bolander
Nancy C. Bolen
Wade B. Bond

Norman J. Farth
Maurice H. Faubion
Loula & Helen Fau11et
Neal E. Fausaet
Darryl Fencl
Ethel D. & David Flcks
Linda & Gary Field
Cora D. Fischer
Bernard F. Fisher
Robert & Ann Fisk
Alan & Elizabeth Fitzgerald
Herman H. Fitzgerald
L.ani L. Fix

Steve Crank
VIrginiaJones Bope
Dawn J. Crawford
Claudia Borgna
Pamela Crookston
Robert J. Borgna
Terry M. Fleskes
John M. Croy
James L. Bottoms
W. D. Forney
Judy L. Croy
Alta & Robert Forster
Darrell L. Bowman
Claay L. Culver
Suaan A. Foster
Robert L. Bowman
Juanita Franz
Carol A. Arrizabalaga-Bowman Stanley L. Dahm
Richard &Jane Damschen
Carol E. Frazier
James L. Boyd
Diane J. Davies
Judith B. Freeburg
Lee Boyd
Frank
F.
Davis
Eddie Boyer
RandalJ. French
Pamela K. Davia
Terry L. Frisk
Grace C. Boyer
Don
E.
Day
Sylvia C. Boyle
Cathleen Frost
Scott
DeChambeau
Marlene E. Gahley
L. William Braden
Paul & Sharon Delong
Charles R. Gains
Etha P. Bradford
Pamela & Shawn Deloyola Angelo M. Gamboa
Bryce T. Bradley
John B. DeMotte
James A. Gannon
Terry E. Brady
Stephen D. Decker
Glen V. Gardiner
Patricia Bra nson
Roger & Helen Dedman
Eugene A. Gardner
Mark C. Breidenbach
Michelle Dega
Carlos D. Garza
Dorothy Briggs
Bryce L. Denning
Marianne M. Geier
Weltha W. Briggs
Harriet J. Denson
Randall T. G elle
Lionel L. Brightwell
Kenneth E. Dick
Nathan & Wllna Gellert
Delores B. Brimm
James M. Dickey
Freida R. Georgeff
Emmett Brollier
Wilda R. Dillion
Batty Lou Getbehead
Alan W. Brown
Eileen M. & Dan R. Dixon
Robert H. Getzln
Ann Marie Brown
VIrginia Dodge
Mariah A. Gibba
Charlotte M. Brown
Carol T. Dodson
Gerald L. Gifford
Craig P. Brown
Michael A. Dolton
Norma J. & Robert Gilkey
Lois S. Brown
Thomas T. Donahue
Paul E. Glasebrook
Lonnie M. Brown
Eileen & Pat Donnelly
Christine & Tim Gleaaon
R. Alan & Cloris Brown
Debbie D. Donovan
James J. Glendinning
Robert & Maxine Brown
Richard J. Dooley
Richard L. Glover
William E. Brownfield
Royce I. Dougherty
Jeff E. Glynn
Jack M. Brozovich
Edna C. Downing
Michael A. Brunelle
Thomas & Laura Goerke
Eugene P. Drablnaki
Billie Brush
Twylla Goodell
Jim Driscoll
Connie T. Bru11eau
Fred C. Goodenough
Harva L. Drfakell
Barbara J. Buchan
Jon J. Gooding
Pat D. Duman
R.Jeffrey Goaallng
J. Brad Buehler
Penny &Jeff Dumaa
Helen C. Bullock
Jack Goyer
Gary A. Duncan
Jeff Grammeter
Charles K. Bunch
Sam B. Dunford
Jerry B. & Connie Bunch
Robert Grant
Steven C. Dunn
Eugene A. Burbidge
David & Pamela Gray
Betty M. Durbin
Larry D. Burke
Elwood H. Gray
Kenneth Durham
Leandra M. Burna
Carolyn Green
Allen & Dixie Dykman
Joann Burrell
Elizabeth Green
Lance a Carolyn Eerdley
Donna Burt
FraNIJ.ON.Elizabeth J. Early
Eleonore Bybee
Mary C. Greene
Gregory & Kathleen Easter
James A. Byrne
Shauna H. P. Greenwalt
Margaret F. Ebbers
Sharon Cahill
William R. Gregersen
Ted M. Echols
Gregory F. Callahan
Sharon H. Gregory
Barbara J. Callier
Edward A. Camp
Michael Capshaw
Michelle S. Carlile

David R. Edleman
Donald C. Edgerton
Marie L. Edlefsen

Robert P. & Michelle Carlile
James D. Carpenter
Ellen D. Carstensen
Edwin L. Case
Paul &Jarle Castelin
John & Ruthann Caylor
Robert & Kathy Chatt erto n
Tony Chirico
Dallas L. Church
Frank R. Cochran
John W. Cochran
Susan W. Cole
Carnetta A. Colerick
Judy Collins

Ron Buckner (Business. 72) has been

appointed assistant manager of United First

Federal Savings & Loan Assoc1ation"s city center

office in Pocatello.

Bruce Kramer (BS. Construction Man.) has

been named assistant vice president and project

director for the facilities department of the Idaho
First National Bank.

Patrick J. Edwards
Robert C. Elkins
William L. Elkins
John Eslinger
Robert V. Estell
Kay F. Estle
Doria A. Ellinger
Eric W. Evans
J. Evans
Janet M. Evans
Kenneth I. & Sallie Ewing
Joanne M. Exley
P eter Falllnl
Tom & Helen Farrer
James R. Farris

Carol Griffith-Fraser
James H. Griffiths
Merle A. Griffiths
Morris W. Grigg
John W. Grow
MarkJ. Guerry
Marian Guerney
Gilbert F. Gursansky
Darrell P. Gulches
C. Covington Hackney
Kristeen Haemmerle
Richard A. Halber g
PeterW. Hall

Donna M. Halsey
Mary Lou Hamill
Robert B. Hamilton
Tina Hamilton Barber
David Hammerqulst
-

Derek B. Newland ("81) has graduated from U.

S Air Force pilot traming and has received silver
wings at Vance Air Force Base. Oklahoma.

Mark W. Lllteras has been promoted to senior

commercial banking officer with the First Secur·

ity Bank of Idaho.

.•

73) has been work

ing for several years as a medical technologist at
Deaconess Hospital in Spokane.

Lynda Irons (Economics, "83) has been elected

chairman of public relations and secretary to the

Treasure Valley Alumni Assoc
of Alpha Kappa Psi in Boise.

.•

alumni chapter

Cynthia S. Hinton (Communication, "81) joined

the professional staff of the Arizona Lung Asso

ciation as the first woman ever to serve as direc
tor of community relations.

Richard Eborn (German. "82) is presently

undergoing specialty training in counter inteli
gence at Ft. Huachuca. Ariz.

Craig Young (Communication. '82) is in the

Army Transportation Corps. stationed at Ft.

Story. Va.

Sue Nauman (Education. "83) is teaching 3rd

Thomas L. Goerke (Finance. BBA. "76) was

recently elected president of Western Colorado
Dairy Queen Inc.

Colette Godfrey-Moore (Business Education,

'82) has been accepted to teach part-time at
Northwest Nazarene College in Nampa.

Carl Vlck (Economics. "77) is a sales specialist

with AT&T Communications in Dallas, Texas.

Martin R.Jonea (Geology. '82) is now

employed at Sunbeam Mining Corp. in Stanley.
as a project geologist.

employed with Cable News Network in Washing
ton. D.C. as a microwave technician/camerman.

Debra Flynn (Advertising Design. "80) has beenl

promoted to art director for Ferguson & Asso
ciates in St. Anthony.

John Remaklus (Business. 76) is a real estate

broker salesman for Keller Realty Comp. in
Provo. Utah.

Patty A. Sheil (Economics. 80) was recently

promoted to general manager of brokerage div
ision at Commerical Brokerage Comp. and

director of marketing for Terteling Marketing
Inc. of Boise.

Randy L. Heidel
BernetaJ. Heideman
Charlea & Mary Henry
Scott Henry
Mary Hereford
Bruce W. Herron
Ranse L. Herzlnger
Dale Hetherington
Robert D. Hevern
Gordan Hiatt
Marianne &Joel Hickman
Marjorie & Paul Hintze
LeeJ. Hobb
Garry L. Hobbs
Robert J. Hobaon
Roland & Mary Ruth Hobaon
Belinda & Conrad Hofatetter
Dale A. Hogan
Ernie & Carol Holdal
Elaine Hoke
Jack Hoke
James Holden
Jerry & Vlrjean Holllngaworlh
Sally R. Hopklna
Wanda L. Horton
Jerry S. Hough
Mildred Houk
Joe & Terf Howard
Robert J. Hoyt
Robert W. Hubler
Keith L. Hull
Debra Humphrey
Albert & Mildred Hunt
Corrine H. Hunt
Marian J. Hylen
Cheryl & Forrest Hymaa
Rhonda & Pat Hynea
Randy M. lmal
Sanla B. lnglln
Joan M. Jaceks
Berne L.Jackaon
George F. Jackson
Robert L. Jacoba
Gleora S.Jacobson
Harry & Flo Jacoby
GregoryJ. Jahn
Robert W.Jahn
Brad Janas
Tim A.Jaszkowlak
Charles E. Jenkins
Harvey & MaryJenkins
Robert D. Jenkins
Renee L. Jensen
Darlene J.Johnson
Michael A. Johnson
Peter Johnson

Richard E. & Colleen Beat Johnaon
Richard R.Johnaon
Harry & Maxine GrollJohnaton
Anna M.Jonea
Dennis R.Jones
Ivan W.Jonea
Rodney L. Jonea
Jefferey R. Jordlne
Mark A.Jordlne
Harold P. Jorgensen
John P.Jorgensen
Bette R.Joy
L.anl C.Joyce
Pamela l:.Juker
James & RlndaJust
Joseph Kaeppner
Gary & Vertene Kalaer
Marjorie Kalaer
Paul Kantack
Glenn A. Karn
Chris Karnowskl
Stella A. Katula
BarbaraJ. Keen
Willard S. Kehrer
Larry Kell
Carolyn Keiser
James W. Kelly
Michael D. Kelly
Sylvia Kensler
Robert Kent
Carol Keogh-Lindaay
William & Nancy Keppler
Esther H. Kerns
Linda & Ron Kerr
Alvard &Jo Klier
George A. King
Kelvin R. King
Kristin w. King

Ronald E. King
Brad Kirwan
Marion T. Kitch
Edith M. Klein
M. Robert Klein
William J. Kline
Marcia & Harold Klug
Daniel & Cheryl Knighton
LarryJ. Knudaen
Roch J. Keop
Jan R. Kolodziej
Elizabeth B. Kopp
Brett M. Koutnlk
Betsy Jo Kraus
Nancy L. Krehllk
Julie V. Krelensleck
Scott Krueger
Thomas K. Kupplnger
Debn ... KuehiM\
Nunzlo V. Lagattuta
Norton-Laird Foundation
Kathleen K. Lamberson
Bonnie N. Lambert
Nancy Lamoreaux
Joanne Langille
WilliamJ. Langley
Vlckee Larson
Rick A. Lauda
Barbara A. Lawrence
R. F. L.awwlll
Billy L. Layne
Robert M. Leaverton
William L. Leaverton
Randolph D. Lee
Luella & Louis Leldl
Victor Lemon
Cheryl Levi
Rik R. Lewis
Wayne & Frances Limber
Meryl B. & Paul Lingard
Amy M. Linville

Diane F. Klsabeth ("83) was commissioned an

Army second lieutenant alter graduating from

Office Candidate School at Fort Benning. Ga.

Rees Faulkner (BA) has been appointed coun·

cil scout executive in the Teton Peaks Council.

Kipton F. Bryaon (Marketing. '82) has been

Jamea A. Uttle
Julie & Mark Ulteraa
Margaret Ann Lllteraa
Fred & Doria Lloyd
Charfea & Carta Locuaon
Michael D. Logue
Mark W. Loaeke
Carol Lotspeich
Ted J. Loucks
Veronica R. Loucks
Wallace & Venita Lovan
Jeanne & Dick Lundell

Craig & Cheryl Lyon
Michael J. Lyona
Liz Lytle
R.Jay Madaen
Jody L. Mahnken
Michael K. Maier
Norman C. Malmln
John R. & Dorothy Mamerow
Dominic & Phyllis Manfredo
Kurt A. Marostlca
Carmen J. Marque!
VIrginia E. Martens
Kevin D. Martin
William T. Martin
John A. Mathes
Elizabeth A. Mathisen
Errol & Connie Maus
Inez R. Mavencamp
Emerson & Joann Maxson
Ron Maxwell
Robert D. Mays
Diana L. McAnulty
Ruth McBirney
Robert W. McCammon
Donald & B. Kay McCarter
Kathleen L. McCarter
Mercedea McCarter
Arthur H. McConnell
H. Elden McConnell
Anita C. McCormick
Billy R. McCracken
Jerry R. McCubbin
0tt1a E. McCutcheon
Roger & Unda McDonald
Dennla & Jodee McDowell
F.J. & Dorthea McKenna
Carolyn M. McKenney
Joy B. Mclean
Karen L. Mcleod
Brian W. McMahon
Vernon & Ellen McMikle
Jamea & Shirley Meana
Neal E. Meisner
Dennis F. Mesler
Roeer•a..taMa�
Lee R. Mlckelaon
Pamela S. Milburn
Don J. Miller
Deborah A. Mills
Charles E. Minshew
Elsie & Wayne Mitchell
Corrine Mitchell-Samson
Dennis & Claudia Moberly
Dennis Mocaby
Ronald Moiler
Terry L. Monasterio
Larry & Karen Monroe
Flora Montrose
Earl Moon
Thomas & Jeanette Moore
Thomas L. Moran
Susan M. Morgan
Tom M or gan
Dennis Morland
James M. Morrison
Raymond Morrison
Vicki L. Moser

Burton 0. Brennan (Business. '71) was pro

moted to president general manager of Keys
Construction Co. in Caldwell.

WEDDINGS
Robert G. Herman and Stephanie Sue Reed
(Nampa). Nov. 26.

Charlene A. McArthur and Roberto M. Albarran,
March 17.

promoted to loan officer in the Rexburg office of

Kathy Ann Brady and Steven Bruce Wakeman.

Suzanne M. Knapp (Environmental Health, '76)

VIckie L. Willlama and Todd McClellan. Jan. 12.
Karen L. Peterson and R. Scott Salea. April 7.
Tammy L.auda and Charles Stewart (Boise). Sept.

the Idaho First National Bank.

is presently working for the U. S. Fish and Wild·
life Service in Willard. Wash.

Beau Parent (MBA) has been hired as senior

marketing analyst in Marketing Services for
Idaho First National Bank in Boise.

Julie Woodall (Business. "81) has been working

as a sales representative for American Hospital

Supply in Nebraska.

Susan M. Ketchem (Communication. 78) has

"

Kevin G. Raulleraon (Communication, '82) is

DuWayne & Karen Hammond
Marguerite R. Hamon
Dennla R. Hanel
Jerry B. & Sue Hannlfln
Ann L. Hansen
Dana L. Hansen
Stephen L. Harman
Diane Harper
Douglas J. Harrle
Mary M. Harriott
Kent M. Harris
Barry E. Harrison
Paulette A. Hart
Joaeph & Jeanne Harvey
Rick E. Harvey
RudyJ. Hatcher
Norman S. Hauaken
Reed C. Hawkins
Doris M. Haworth
H. Paul Haynea
William D. Haya
Terry L. Hazen
Ann M. Hegstrom

Boy Scouts of America.

grade in Hansen.

Larry Blanc (Information Sciences, '81) is now
an EDP Auditor for Idaho First National Bank.
Jane Cox (Medical Tech

Steve & Karen Cope
Roll B. Corbet
Steven R. Corbett
David P. Cox
Leslie F. Cox

Homecoming.
William C. Adams
Joanne Adolphsen
John M. Aguirre
Larry D. Alder
Julie Alexander
Teresa & Craig Alexander

Brian & Becky Compton
Floyd D. Conner
Vorfa L. Conyers
Claudia M. Coon
Daren R. & Kathleen Coon
Pearl Cooper

been promoted to a senior adjudicator position

for the State of Idaho Disability Determinations
Unit.

Shane Bengoechea (Economics. "78) is

employed by the Boise City Attorney's Office in
civil matters and criminal prosecution in Boise.

John Cochran (Business. "81) has recently

joined the Appraisal Company of Alaska.

Mike O'Callaghan (Pre-Law, AA. "50) has been

reappointed to the Air Force Academy Board of
Vistors by President Reagan.

Feb. 18.

24.

Brenda A. Miller and LaRell J. Greenhalgh (Rex
burg). Jan. 27.

Christy Echevarria and Tim Mitchell. July 21.

Nancy Dahlberg and Joel Beacham (New Castle.
Utah) Dec. 21.

Raymond E. Morrison and TamiL. Jensen (Boise).
Dec. 3.

C. James Fackrell and Catherine Ann Ennis (Sun
Valley). Nov. 26.

Richard A. l11acson and Nancy Lynn Kelly (Seat
tle). Dec. 10.

Brenda Lewis and Tim Sanders. June 23.

Stephen Wayne Bragd and Yvonne L. Plumb
(Boise), Oct. 28.

Kevin A. Deats and LaRae L. Olson (Boise). Oct.
29.

Sharon Roy$!On nmi John Boyd (Boise) Oct. 29.
Valerie Ann Dworak and James Bradford Stevens.
Jan. 28.

Gary Chappell and Norma Gretsch (Boise), Oct. 19.

Ray M. Whittemore and Debra Dawn Nail (Dalles.
Ore.), Nov. 19.

David L. Outland Robyn K. Moyie (Boise). Nov. 12.
Mary J. Libengood and Mark R. Kroll, Mar. 10.

II

Fiscal predictions
Economists help legislators
By Jocelyn Fannin
BSU News Services

GENERAL FUND REVENUE FORECAST

Each year the opening order of business for Idaho

legislators is to estimate general fund revenues for

the coming fiscal year so that the lawmakers can

January 25, 1984

begin working on the always-controversial state

FORECAST

budget.

For the past several years a group of state univer

sity economists have worked months before the

legislature's January opening to prmide one set of

fiscal predictions to help the Joint Select Commit
tee on Revenue Projection arrive at that estimate.

The project is always a difficult one, according to

BSU economist Charles "Chuck" Skoro, who has

worked on the predictions for the past two years.

Don Holley, formerly a BSU professor of economics,

and now with Ore-Ida Foods, Inc., has been with tht
project since its inception several years ago. Others
participating this year were economists Gary Kit

chen of Idaho State University and Michael DiRoto,
University of Idaho.

The projections are needed by the legislators for

many reasons, the most important that the law limits
state general fund expenditures to

total personal income annually.

5.34 percent of

'The fact is. though, that we don't spend anything

dose to that," Skoro said.

To help with their financial deliberations, the

joint Sckct Committee also receives estimates from

three or four sources such as the State Tax Commis

sion, the Division of Financial Management and the

* Assuming the Legislature allows the tax to return to 3% at the end of FY1984.

Associated Taxpayers of Idaho.

To arrive at its fiscal predi(.'tions, the university

* * 397.8 Is the actual General Fund Revenue minus additional sales and Insurance premium

group gathers estimatt·s of the (.'Oming year's total of

tax revenue accruing because of tax law changes made after the final forecast was submitted.

personal income for the state's citizens, including

wages and salaries, rents and in(.'omc from any other

"No one had had experience with interest rates as

high as they were during that period. The interest

FY'84 was S471 million, and our number had been
S494 million. We were at the top of the estimates

MOt o�'OftSidrthe
r
level of inte.-est rates before you

looks like we're coming in right on the money."

souro:s.

111ree big taxes go to the state's general fund

rates just zapped the sales tax. We found that you've

persona/ income, corporation and sales taxes, and
thOM! mul4t an � pt'Ojet"ted

before any a�timatn are

"We never get our feelings hurt too much," he

make predictions," he said.

made.

"We felt very good about last year's figures. Then

:"'lot all revenues arc included in the general fund,

we estimated

Skoro explained. Gasoline taxes, t(>r example, go

dire(.'tly to the Idaho Department of Transportation

said.

How do the economists arrive at their final

S420 million for the current fiscal year
11h

which before the legislature passed the extra

figures?

S4 30 million.

means of taking information-in this case factors

Using a multiple regression model, which is a

cent sales tax comes very close-that made it about

t(>r roads and htw enforn:ment.

Ilow ac(.'urate have the university eomomists
been? They have had "a heck of a good record, if

one notes that

and were met just short of open laughter, hut it

such as personal income estimates, interest rates,

"We were trying very hard to be conservative, as

FY'83 was a disaster t<>r everyone

and other tax collections-they derive a relationship

the state had had a revenue shortfall the previous

making projections," Skoro said.

111at year. not only was his committee "way high,"

year. We predicted more inflation than actually hap

among those figures and draw conclusions.

things offset each other. We could argue for a long

such as the higher interest rates in

pened, and then the economy picked up. Tho two

but both the Division of Fiscal Management and the

Joint Sckct Committee's final projections were con

"If something happens to change this relationship,

time whether it was dumb luck or not," Skoro said.

siderably over the actual revenues.

1983, problems

may result. The rules of the ball game have

"The figure which the committee adopted for

changed," Skoro explained.
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Vision research
Psychologist publishes experiments
By Jocelyn Fannin
BSU News Services
Research and publishing are two important and
highly regarded facets of university teaching, and few
BSU faculty members can equal associate professor
of psychology Garvin Chastain's dedication to those
academic twins.
Chastain, who has had

33

articles published in

professional journals since his first was accepted in

1974, was already research

oriented when he began

attending the University of Texas at Austin, where he
worked under peoplt: who he said, "considered
research indisprnsable-of the utmost importance."
He recciwd his Ph.D. degree there in human
experimental psychology in
came to BSU in

1978,

1976,

and when he

one of his conditions for

teaching here was that he be provided with a labora
tory. There, after what he considered the necessary
t!quipment was set up, he "started cranking out
studies."
His research has focused on visual studies such as
spatial attention and recognition, and his most
important laboratory instrument is a tachistoscope, a
large box-like instrument with view areas that pro
duce visual stimuli for highlighting scope or dura
tion of vision.
"In doing that, you can tease out the way the vis
ual system works," he said.
"About the only way we can study it (the visual
system) is to push it to its limits, make it fail," he
said.
One recent study, "Phonological Access to the
Mental Lexicon in a Target Discrimination Task," has
hccn selected for publication in the journal of Gen·
era/ Psyc-hology.
"Each one of us has in our heads a mental diction

Garvin Chastain

ary. If you're reading along and trying to understand
what you've read, on what basis is the mental dic
tionary accessed? Is it processed on the basis of a
visual code by the physical features of the words or

hy translation

of them

into a phonologkal (sound)

code?"
"I think I've produced a clearer explanation than
anyone else that I know of that you do use that pho
nological code, that we don't always access on the
basis of the letters, but more on a phonological
basis." Chastain said.
He has also worked recently on a study about
localizing patterns in the visual tieltl, "Moving Visual
Attention between Spatial Loci," which will be pub
lished in the American Psychological Association
Journal

Trying to find out how that one small visual sys
tem works required, as does all of his research, a
great deal of detail work.
It's a very lengthy process, sometimes taking well
over two years from submitting the articles to get
ting them accepted, and professional journals do not
pay for research articles and occasionally even
charge him for page space.
"I usually get them back to make revisions and
resubmit them. It takes an awful long time to revise.
Sometimes I have to put things in I would rather
not."
"I've really heen banging them out in later years,
working on them weekends and nights, fitting them

P.�) cho/ogica/ Documents.
'

"People tend to think objects or spots in their vis
ual periphery (side vision) are closer to where they
are looking from where they really arc," he
explained.
How could such a study be used? Soldiers, he said,

in around my regular academic duties," he said.
It isn't easy to find the time. Chastain coordinates

"Henry David Thoreau
and the Virginia Yankee" was published in the
Winter, 1984, issue of The Thoreau Society
Bulletin.

ANTHROPOLOGY
T. Vlrglnlll Cox attended the American Anthro
pological Association annual meeting held in
Chicago last November. She chaired a sympo-

"In visual psychology. you have: to chop things up

assistant and four research assistants each semester.

sium on "Ethnography of Education and Educa
tional Processes," and was elected chairwoman
of the Committee on Women in Schools and
Society. Cox was elected 1985 program chair
woman of the Committee on Anthropological
Studies of School and Culture.
SOCIOLOGY
Patricia Dorman recently participated in a
training session on human relations for the Soil

"In spite of that, I hope and bc:lievc: that my work
will have some eftect someday," he said.
Chastain's biographical sketch will appear in edi·

In addition he supervises a half-time administrative

tions of Who's Who in Science and Technologv and

Who's Who in the West.

ACCOUNTING AND INFORMATION/
DECISION SCIENCES
A research study by C. Michael Merz and
David F. Groebner has been instrumental in the
recent publication of the first code of ethics for
management accountants.
Their study, commissioned by the National
Association of Accounting which published the
code, revealed that members of the association
were in favor of such a code and recommended

Conservation Service and spoke to the American
Association of University Women in Caldwell at
the College of Idaho on "Working Women and
the Family."

that a task force
development.

EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION AND
CHILD CARE CENTER

Gregory A. Raymond published an article
titled "Alliance Norms and th e Management of
Interstate Disputes" in Quantitative Indicators in
World Politics, an edited volume published by
Praeger Publishers.

HISTORY
John Caylor has been appointed to the Gover
nor's Lewis and Clark Committee. The commit
tee will promote recognition of the work of Lewis
and Clark in exploring idea and will encourage
the development and protection of historical
sites and outdoor recreational resources along
the Lewis and Clark trail.

..One must he creative and find how to go one
step further than other people have," he said.

ters wide," he said.

perception.

Lonnie Willis' article

to answer those questions, tlnd out which are tlawed
attempts and call for additional research.

just fBI out a part of the puzzle only a few centim<:n·

not where the brain tells one originally, but in a spot

ENGLISH

"The effort is monstrous," he said. "First a
researcher must do a literature review to find out
what the "hot" issues are, then read about attempts

taken hy ahout 2, 500 students each year. He teaches

semesters teaches physiological psychology and

Garvin Chastain's research report "Directional
Letter-by-Letter Processing and the Word
Superiority Effect" will apper in an upcoming
issue of Memory & Cognition.
Wylla Barsnen has been named chairman of
information and referral for United Way of Ada
County, Inc.

Is his research difficult?

two sections of general psychology and a senior

something (a sniper) in peripheral vision is located,

PSYCHOLOGY

it as a basis for their own work.

into real small pieces. You could work 20 y..:ars and

review class each semester, and on alternating

and death.

"When I puhlish my n.-sults, otht."t'S may use them
as they see tit. They may read the material, then use

general psychology courses here, which are usually

might be some who could henetlt from knowing that

further away than they think he is ... a matter of life

Sometimes his basic visual research can be applied
elsewhere, but his main interest, he said, is "seeking
knowledge for its own sake."

Judy French and Carroll Lambert in Early
Childhood Education and Grace Hardy and Ken
Spurlock of the Child Care Center presented a
workshop panel discussion on "Parent and
Teacher Communication: Techniques and Sys
tems for Daily and On-Going Communkating"
Feb. 3 at the Boise YWCA.
The workshop, which will also be presented in
Seattle, Wash. March 16, focuses on communi
cation between parents and those who care for
their children in child care centers, and includes
discussion of communication techniques, such
as bulletin boards, newsletters, behavior sheets,
interviews, handouts for parents, flexible sche
duling and home visits.

be e s t a b l i s h e d f o r i t s

POLITICAL SCIENCE

Donald Oakes, president of the Idaho Guild of
Pipe Organists, gave an organ recital Feb. 5 at St.
Francis Catholic Church Cathedral in Baker, OR.

MARKETING/MID-MANAGEMENT
Dick Lane instructed a two-day microcompu
ter workshop for mid-management instructors
Jan. 16-17 at BSU. Thirteen teachers from Idaho
Colleges and universities attended.
HISTORY
John Caylor has been appointed to and elected
chairman of the Governor's Lewis and Clark
Committee, which will promote recognition of
Lewis and Clark's exploration of Idaho and the
Northwest and will encourage the development
and protection of historical sites and outdoor
recreational resources along the Lewis and
Clark trail.

MUSIC
Madeleine Hsu was invited by the Boise Phil
harmonic to judge the first Northwest Young Artist
Piano Competition sponsored by the Boise Rotary
Club Jan. 27-26 at the Morrison Center at BSU.
Winner of the $1,000 first prize for the competi

tion was Utah pianist Jeffrey Price, who will per
form his winning selection, Rachmaninoff's "Con
certo No. 3 in 0 Minor," with the Boise
Philharmonic March 19 and 20.
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State of education
McClure evaluates Idaho system
Assumina that a strong edu�ational
system is in the national interest, how
much of a role should the federal
government play?
It's a supporl role, I think. Primary-secondary edu
cation through th� high sc..·hool level is certainly
primarily thc responsibility of local government. I'm
not talking just ahout funding. I want to see that
level of �ducation, primal")' and secondary, up to the:
high school, rdlc:ct communi(} values. There's only
one way it's going to rcflect community values and
work in that c..·ommunity appropriately and that is if
thc:n: is local control . .

a prctt} high proportion of

local involvement and local c..·ontrol of how the s-ys
tcm is run, what its ohjcctivcs arc, and how it's run
internally.
So I don't want to sec either the state lc:vc:l or the:

feder.tl level take away that clc:mc:nt of local control.
It's very difficult and as you transfer morc and more:
of the: financial resources away from the: local hasc:,
you inc..·vitahly must get more and more loss of local
control, he<:<msc the people: who furnish the money
have a responsihilit}' to the pcoplc who pay the: taxc:s
to sec: that the: money is spent wc:ll. And in ordc:r to
see that it is spc:nt well, there is more: and mor�
supen·ision. That's an ahsolutc:ly nc:cc:s.'al") corolla!")'
of the source: of funding.
When it comc:s to higher cduc..·ation, thc:n I think
the: fc:dc:ral government's prcscnc..·c is much lc:ss dan
gerous to the element of local control than it is at
primary and secondary lc:vc:ls. But there too, I do not
think that the: federal gmcrnmcnt should he so heav
ily involwd that you hcgin to lose.· the: opportunit)
for the statc institutions, and most of thc:sc arc state:
institutions. to chart thc:ir own <.:oursc. I think diver
sity is a great !ltrcngth in this nation. I don't think
uniformity in cdU<.:ation and cont(>rmity in its
imposed sense: is an ohjc:ctivc we ought to sc:e. I
think divcrsit}' is something we should sc:c:. And if we:

="���can have the difference!> that come from ditlcrcnt
universit}· �"}'Stcms and different colleges and univer
sities all over this country, then 1 think we get that
hest with kss heavy-handed administration from the
government.
But at the same time, the wealth of the nation is
not spread evenly and tax hast: is not the !>.!me every
ure

where. I do helieve that the federal government does

Story by Larry Burke

can do better. We can increase the quality of the

have the opportunity to supplement the finances of

BSU News Services

educational opportunity and we can more efficiently

state and local governments and to supplement edu

spend the money that we have.
Idaho State Sentttorjames McClure ti(Jices his
opinion 011 national and /oat/ education in an

Now, if people want to look at the work product,
the end product, the educational system in Idaho, I

cational opportunity. I've talked here mostly ahout
the public institutions, hut I don't think we ought to
forget the contributions that are made by private

illlen •iell' ll'ith NK'US. touching on topics mnging

think it is pretty good; it's outstanding. You can't just

educational institutions too. They're a very impor

(mm research to student ftmuuu:ia/ aide to

equate dollars to end product. We stretch our dol

tant part of that diversity that I think is important

gm'<�nmenta/ funding.

lars pretty tightly and pretty thinly in Idaho hccause

and the federal government can he of assistance in
that area and should he.

Several national studies have been
�riti�al of our Khool system. How do
you evaluate the job that the public
Khools are doina?

we're not a vc:ry wealthy state.
Our work product is good in Idaho. Where you
really run into the: major prohlems in puhlic schools
are in decaying inner cities, in the sodal-political
economic deprivation that occurs in major urhan

w� ought to hc looking VCI")' carefully at what the

areas. There arc major deficiencies in those areas in
education. But there arc major deficiencies in every

n.·ports arc Sa)ing. But I don't think w� ought to

thing c:lse as well.

I think th� studies point to �nough prohlcms that

I think, too, that some of the criticisms of the puh
lic school S)'Stem focus on things that are really not

How would you evaluate the jobs that
our colleges and universities are doing

No question of that. That's hec:n a prohlem for as
Now, a certain amount of overlapping is not neces
sarily bad, because while you may have research

nationally?

efforts going in several different areas at the same

I think we've gone through a period of time in

time hy different people, the very fact that it is dif
ferent people coming from different backgrounds

the fault of the puhlic sch<x>lli)'Stem. I think a lot of
people are threatened hy social conditions or

example?

long as I've ht:en around. Just the coordination.

over-emphasize thc failure of th� S)'Stcm. w� ought
to he looking at the successc..·s of thc S)'Stem as well.

Could the federal government take
some role in coordinating efforts at the
national level, in research, for

change in society, and those are not the product of

which we lowered standards. I think we consciously,

the puhlic school li)'Stt:m, hut oftentimes the school

as a matter of policy, decided that we wanted to

and in different settings may produce different
results. And the composite is good. But there needs

system reflects those changes in values or changes in

make c..·olkgc experience availahlc to anyone, and as

to be the exchange of information. The federal

society.
For example, I kflow a lot of parents in Idaho who

a result we made it availahk to the unqualified. And
in order to keep them in that setting for what were

government can and should play a role in that. And

complain ahout lack of discipline in the puhlic

ostensibly social-political reasons, we lowered the

Foundation and the various other organisms of the

schools. Well, they've got to put that against the con

standards to make it possihle for them to stay.

federal government that provide grants for research

text of a court decision in F1orida two-three weeks

I think there arc a great many people who arc crit

ago, in which a puhlic school teacher was sentenced
to six months in jail on 13 counts of battery for hav

ical of the curriculum offerings, and I would he one

ing spanked 13 sixth grade students. Now that
was not the tault orthe school. That's the product of

enough of our good students, as well as of our poorer
students. I thing the curriculum offerings ought to

something else that's happening in society. But the

he as hroad as we can make them, but I think that at

school gets the blame for it, so I think we should he

the same time, at the core of the curriculum ought

who would agrc:e that perhaps we haven't required

looking at what it is that people are criticizing and

to he bask education and that it ought (the

trying to find out what the fundamental reasons for

requirements) to be the same for an engineering
students, an ag student, a pre-law student, whatever

those criticisms are.
The other side of that though, is that I think we

14

they may choose. And that should be pretty rigorous.

we do, as a matter of fact. The National Science

do a great deal of coordination.
Is our education system related to
our economic strength?
It always has hcen. If you loc.!

'It :l ..ill}

ot the

advances that we have made, they have come out of
research lal><'ratories that have been in public edu
cation institutions. We also certainly have schools of
business that are the trainers of our business leaders.
I think the training that goes into the private sector

.,

. . .

I 0

is a tremendously important part of our competitive

. . . '•

And public education was a key to that. Simply the

the ceiling.

abilities in the world. But there's another dimension

first 12 years of education is no longer suffkic:nt in

Out of that grew a determination that I had to

as well. The brains, the skills of the people who are

our modern society and we seck ·ways in which we

demonstrate to them that wt· arc ctpahle of doing

in the universities of this country contribute very

can guarantee to c:very Amc:rican accc:ss to quality

the job. By arranging f<>r NSF staff to visit Idaho we

directly to our ability to compete in the world today.

education to the lnel of their dc:sirc: and their abil

wanted to dc:monstratt· to them that we are capable

There's been a lot of criticism from time to time

ity. I think financial aid is essential in that proct·ss.

of doing as good a work as anybody else:. to dt·mon

about the non-teaching work of professors at the

The other side of that is. I sometimes wonder how

strate first-hand the physical t:tcilitic:s. the quality of

universities. I think it's good; I don't think it's had.

much of a favor we have done to young people to

the f:tculty. tht· breadth of opportunity. \Xe don't

The more cross-fertilization there is between aca

gt·t them educated, hut greet them at the end of

have a direct payoff from that visit. But I think there

demic institutions and the private sector, the

their education with a massive liability which they
have to repay. It's easy to go into debt, but not so easy

will he a payoff, because they arc now familiar with

stronger both are.
One area where the federal govern
ment assis�s is in financial aid. How do
you feel about the Reagan administra
tion's proposals for changes in finan
cial aid?
The Reagan administration, as I understand the
thrust of what they are doing, has tried to analyze
what has been done in the past to find out where
there have been pitfalls and dangers. One of the
things the public has reacted to is the unpaid stu
dent loans. The administration, I believe, and quite
properly, is trying to make certain that we channel
the financial aids in a way that will enhance our abil
ity to he certain that where there is a loan, that it
will he paid and that where there is a capacity to
repay, they will.
I happen to believe that work-study is good, if it is
administered well. It is also subject to abuse. Work
study is something that in a shoddy or slip-shod
administration, becomes a very great waste and
abuse of the taxpayers' funds. It also builds in the
minds of the young people who receive that kind of
work-study grant without adequate supervision the
expectation that they can get by and get something
without having done what they were supposed to
do. And we've seen some examples of that.
I don't see that problem here, hut I do see some

to gc:t out.

will have an eftt-ct down the road.
You have contended that Idaho isn't

think those will always he with us. But I don't think
we're afraid to look to see if those criticisms are, in
part, valid, and then move to correct where there
arc legitimate criticisms of the system.

Boise State is in the state capital and

getting its fair share of federal finan
cial aid, and that many states our size

is concerned about public affairs edu

receive more than we do. Can you

cation. What do you think the elements

explain that?

of a good public affairs education are?

It's obvious from the way in which it's done that

That's an excc:lknt question and I hope that I Gtn

some areas of the country are more capable of con

summarize very quickly. I think the education h;ts

forming to the regulations or biases that militate
·
against institutions in the state of Idaho. We have a

to think, to train them well enough that they know

little hit of bias against rural areas, against smaller

the thought process and stimulatt: their curiosity so

two key requirements: one is to teach students how

communities, against smaller institutions, and there's

they want to think. The second is to fit that student

quite a little smugness in the eastern United States

with a role in the society in which thc:y li\·e. And I'm

that thinks that Idaho must be some kind of a cul

not just now talking about vocational training or pro

tural or educational backwater. I think we suffer in

tt-ssional training. Tiwy tit into socic:ty in a whole lot

that process and I think that's reflected in the finan

of different ways. TI1at mt·ans they haw to know

cial aid form distribution formula. We can prove sta

what their society is.

tistically that we suffer. But I think it grows out of a
bias that says "You can't get quality education in a

·

And public aft'airs has to inter-relate the: ac;tdt·mk
with the public sector, with the society in which

place like Idaho. The Ivy League, the Big Ten, the

those students will operate so ·.hq have a prt.·tty

massive schools in California, must he able to do

good understanding of how that society functions.

better." So, we've been working very hard to break

Economic education, as an example, should teat.·h

down that institutional bias so that the criteria for
financial aid will be spread evenly over all schools.

the role of the private sector ... how is a job
created, how do you marshal capital in order t o

And that hopefully, the statistics will reflect that

create a jon opportunity.A student shouldn't gradu

we've been successful in getting those aid funds dis

ate from college without having some basic knowl·

tributed more equitably.

edge of the inter-relationship of the invt.-stment sec
tor to the productive sector.

problems in the administration of financial aids. I
we should he so defensive about criticisms that

the institutions and with sonw of the pt-rsonalitic:s
that they will he dealing with later on. And I think it

I think that they need to understand how people,
You have also been concerned about

different groups of people in our society, inter

the amount of National Science Foun

relate. We don't have the same kind of society that

dation grants that go to Idaho institu

they have in New York City,

tions. Is "Eastern smugness" also the

do have different ethnic and cultural groups within

reason for those inequities?

our society. They ought to understand a little hit

m;

an example, hut we

about all of that.
Do you support the concept of federal
financial aid to students in general and
to what extent?
Yes, I do. The American public has always

I remember a few years ago we were looking at

But we ought to understand the world in which

the pattern of grants from the National Science

we live in a much broader scope. One of the ques

Foundation across the county. What was very famil

tions that has to he understood, I believe, is "What's

iar was that major academic institutions got the hulk

really behind the fact that the Rus.o;ians have walked

of the grants. That is not in my judgment what the

away from the arms control negotiations today." A

believed in the value of education. We're a nation of

grants were for. It is certainly inequitable and cer

little bit of study of the background of what t.·om

immigrants and most came from the deprived sector

tainly deprived the institutions in Idaho of the

munism is would indicate that's a familiar ta•:tic.

of European economics. People came to this country

opportunity to compete equally with those grants.

They do that as a matter of their own theology on

seeking opportunity and they knew, as a matter of

The one I happened to track through and the one

how to operate. And if we can get an understanding

fact and as a matter of practice and demonstration,

that I will use as an illustration happens to be a grant

of this world in which we live, then I think people

that education is a key to upward mobility in their

application from Idaho State University in Pocatello.

are better fitted to he better citizens and better

societies. It was in ours. It has also helped us build a

I trit'd to find out why they had not been successful

adjusted individuals and their quality of life is

more productive, more freer society, a society in

in their grant application; I kept pressing the grant

enhanced because of it. They know how to inter.tct

which the quality of life is greater in all of its

officials and they finally came back with the answer

with these things in a very positive sense. Public

dimensions.

that "Well, Pocatello is geographically remote." I hit

affairs contributes to that.

Entrepreneurship emphasized at two BSU conferences
Two conferences meeting at Boise State Feh. 2
both emphasized the need for better business educa
tion for Idahoans.
"We're moving toward an entrepreneurial based
economy," Or. Martin Miller told those attending the
conference "Promoting Economic Development
through Entrepreneurship Education" sponsored by
the BSU School of Vocational Technical Education.
Miller is the director of the Oklahoma Entrepre
neurship Education and Training Project, a co
sponsor of the conference.
During the past five years, while major U.S.com
panies have not added any workers, and in most

themselves, and therefore do not understand the
problems of running businesses," Miller said.
It is important to promote an awareness of free
enterprise in elementary classrooms and to develop

"Twenty years ago we were a market within our
selves. Now, the U.S. is not an isolated market. Polit

classes.Post-secondary education should expand

ical and economic events in any country affect our

that knowledge of entrepreneurial skills, he said.
Vocational education should incorporate entre

economy, our dollars, our trade, the employment in
Idaho. We have to teach this to students, to busi

preneurship education into its curriculum, and

nesses," he said.

communities would do well to spend more time

About 80 percent of U.S. exporting is done by only
5,000 companies because the nation's entrepreneurs

promoting small businesses, he said.
Mark Sampson of R.J. Sampson International, a
speaker at the conference on U.S. Foreign Trade for

just don't know how to trade abroad.
The State of Idaho has a severe international trade

area economic teachers, told his audience that while

disadvantage because there are not enough state
sponsored international trade programs, he said.

cases are now employing fewer, the actual number

Idahoans have become more interested in interna
tional trade, the state's businesses are not prepared

about 80 percent of that increase is in businesses

for marketing abroad.

"Educators have not usually been in business for

details for Idaho businesses.

a knowledge of business skills in secondary school

of people employed in the U.S. has increased, and
that employ under 20 people, he-said.

His company is an agent for international trade
inquiries, quotations, orders, shipping and payment

"The most important thing is to understand the
global economy," Sampson said.

"There is a demand for our products abroad," he
said.
The conference was sponsored by the Idaho
Council for Economic Education.
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